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Upcoming
Events
Monday
UPB Session

Learn about the perks of
being a coordinator/officer with UPB.

5 p.m. Atwood
Glacier South

Tuesday
Group Weight
Loss
Find our how to lose
weight safely and
effectively.
MArk Rhodes / Staff Photographer

Attendees were treated to traditional Cameroonian food at Cultural Cafe on Friday.

Cultural Cafe Cameroon stresses unity
Hannah Swift
Staff writer

Unity and hope
were the main themes at
Friday’s Cultural Café,
which showcased the
country of Cameroon
by serving up some of
the country’s traditional
dishes.
Linda Manenkeu
Ndoping, a graduate student studying Engineering
Management, kicked off
the event by asking how
many people had heard
of Cameroon.
A few who recognized
the country remembered
their soccer team, which
competed in the last
World Cup. Ndoping

pointed out that soccer,
called football in Cameroon, is the most popular
sport in her country.
Other than soccer,
Cameroon is also well
known for being one of
the most diverse countries
in Africa, Ndoping said.
Often called “Africa in
miniature”, Cameroon
boasts a diverse population of Africans, as well
as a diverse geographical

terrain.
The themes of unity
and hope came to light
as Ndoping began to talk
about Cameroon’s history
and its national flag.
“The flag uses some
traditional African colors:
green, red, and yellow,”
Ndoping said. “The red
represents unity, and with
over 200 different ethnic
groups in Cameroon, it
is very important that

there’s Unity.”
The star in the middle
of the flag is even called
the “Star of Unity”.
Green on the flag represents Hope, as well as
the forests in the south of
Cameroon, Ndoping said,
and yellow represents the
sun and the savannas in
the northern part of the
country.
Throughout the
presentation, Ndoping

“...With over 200 hundred different ethnic groups

in Cameroon, it is very important that there’s unity.”

Linda Manenkeu Ndoping
Presenter - Cultural Cafe Cameroon

showed many images of
her homeland. She also
shared a few videos, one
of which featured a famous singer from Cameroon, Bukutsi.
After the Ndoping’s
presentation, traditional
Cameroonian food was
served. The International
Student Association (ISA)
provided spicy jollof rice,
coconut rice, basque
grilled chicken, and vegetable tomato stew.
Many students, faculty,
and other members of the
community were able to
make it to the event, and
spent time mingling over
the sample dishes from

•See Cafe / Page 3

7 a.m. Student Rec
Center Studio A

Wednesday
Battle of the
Bands

Local, unsigned bands
battle it out to win a
place in the upcoming
Mississippi Music Fest.

7 p.m. Atwood
Ballroom

Thursday
Advisor
Roundtable

Learn about the legal
issues that can affect
student
organizations.

Taco Bell:
beef lawsuit
‘bogus’

3:30 p.m. Atwood
Oak Room

Nick Longworth
Staff writer

Students looking to score a
cheap meal may want to think again
before ordering tacos.
On Tuesday, Jan. 25 a Montgomery, Alabama-based law firm
Beasley, Allen, Crow, Methvin,
Portis & Miles, filed a law suit on behalf of California resident Amanda
Obney, alleging its beef is not up to
the United States Department of
Agriculture’s standards. The present
standard requires all beef to contain
no less than 40% actual beef.
The suit alleges that instead of
actual beef, items are inflated with
various substances that compose
“taco meat filling”. The firm contends that Taco Bell shouldn’t be
allowed to call their items beef because their testing proof has shown
it contains only 36% actual beef. If

•See Taco Bell / Page 3
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More than 35 companies and organizations presented at the summer job fair.

Summer Job Fair opens doors
Jason Tham
Staff writer

There is no better time to go to a job fair than
when it is organized in your very own campus and
is free to all students.
“We get in employers of any kind – part time,
full time, internship, and seasonal jobs – to give stu-

dents an opportunity to find a job,” Molly Nettell,
Student Employment Services coordinator, said.
CSU Career Services Center sponsored and put
together a summer job fair Wednesday at Atwood
Ballroom.
Nettell said that by bringing the employers to

Form a team and wage
war for 50 consecutive
hours against trivia evil
in KVSC’s yearly trivia
contest. Teams must be
registered by 4:30 p.m.
on Friday. Registration
is $45 per team.

Friday 5 p.m.

•See Job fair / Page 3

U.S. Army Brass Quintet honors soldiers, civilians

Page 9

The Army Band’s
Brass Ensemble
performed in the
Recital Hall to
entertain a crowd
and honor the
armed forces.

Wrestling sweeps weekend, winning big

Page 16
SCSU wrestling sweeps
the weekend,
winning against
NSU and University of Mary.
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Cafe

Continued from Page 1

Cameroon.
The Kroll family of St. Cloud
has been coming to Cultural
Café events for several years.
Mother, Heidi Kroll, brought her
son to Friday’s event. Kroll also
has a daughter who is a student
at SCSU.
“We’ve lived in St. Cloud for
10 years, and we kinda stumbled
upon them (Cultural Cafés),”
Heidi Kroll said. “We’ve enjoyed
a lot of them over the years.”
The Radke family, also from
the St. Cloud area, has attended
several Culutral Cafes as well.
On Friday mother Tamara
Radke, daughter Sequoia, 11,
son Quillan, 9, and daughter
Seneca, 7, were all able to attend

University Chronicle - Page 3

Cultural Cafe
spring schedule

the event as a family.
“It is a great opportunity
to have my kids see different
cultures, rather than just having
them read about them in books,”
Tamara said.
“I like the food, because by
the time I get here I’m probably
hungry,” Quillan said.
Katie Pierce, one of ISA’s
Cultural Café organizers, was
happy to see so many people
from the community attending
the event.
“People should come. It is a
great opportunity to learn about
different cultures,” Pierce said.
“It is an easy way to learn about
different students, and to get to
know where people come from.”
Pierce said there are going
to be about nine more Cultural
Cafés this semester, and that ISA
plans to continue the event for
years to come.

Job Fair
Continued from Page 1

students, it makes it easier for students to approach these employers.
“It (the job fair) gives students the experience.
Every time you do an interview you will [learn to]
do better and better [in the future],” Amber Bauer,
Human Resource Generalist of Thermo-Tech
Windows, said.
There were 35 companies and organizations
present at the job fair, including Avon Products,
BioLife Plasma Services, Boys and Girls Club of
Central Minnesota, the Navy, Target, Vector Marketing, and Walgreens.
“There are a lot of employers offering some
entry level positions here today. It helps to get them
(the students) to get their initial experience so that
way they can build their resumes,” said Alex Carol,
Upper Midwest General Manager of College Pro.
Besides getting that initial contact, students can
also develop their confidence through speaking with
these potential employers at the job fair.
“You’ll learn a little more about yourself too,”
Bauer said, “You grow as a person by doing all
these.”
Bauer also said that employers are looking for
hard workers, someone who is willing to learn and

February
Feb. 11 - Panama
Feb. 18 - Montenegro
Feb. 25 - Kenya

March
March 18 - Thailand
March 25 - El Salvador

April
Mark Rhodes/ Staff photographer

LinLinda Manekeu Ndoping gives a presentation on
Cameroon.
be motivated.
“We are looking for leaders, and those who are
willing to learn leadership skills, building their real
world experience,” Carol said.
He added that employers are looking for students who are passionate about learning the business world.
Nettell said that employers hope to see students
dressed professionally for a job fair, exhibit leadership skills, and be confident.
During the fair, students visited the company
tables, spoke to managers and employers of their
desired companies, and had their resumes reviewed.
“It is definitely beneficial for students to talk to
employers and do interviews,” Nettell said.
“I think this event is definitely helpful because
a lot employers will come right out and talk to you,
give you a job opportunity if they have something
open for you,” Accounting junior Matthew Onnen
said.
Onnen said he was prepared for the job fair. He
got a list of participating employers in advance and
researched about those companies.
Carol said that “doing your homework – going to our websites and checking out [job postings]
from there – is very important.”
Nettell urged students to participate in the
Diversity Job and Internship Fair that is planned
to be held Friday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in Atwood
Voyageurs Room.

Taco Bell
Continued from Page 1

the allegations are found to be
true, this would be a direct violation
of USDA standards - and be hard
for customers to swallow.
The suit says the beef is saturated with “extenders” such as isolated
oat product, wheat oats,
maltodrextrin, soy lecithin,
maltodrextrin, anti-dusting agent,
autolyzed yeast extract, modified
corn starch, sodium phosphate and
silicon dioxide.
Obney is not seeking money
in her lawsuit but instead wants
Taco Bell to be more honest in its
advertising.
Taco Bell’s has denied the allegations of the suit.
“The lawsuit is bogus and filled
with completely inaccurate facts.”
Greg Creed, President of Taco
Bell said. “Our beef is 100 percent
USDA inspected, just like the quality beef you would buy in a supermarket and prepare in your home.
It then is slow-cooked and simmered
with proprietary seasonings and

April 1
April 8
April 15
April 22

- Burkina Faso
- Phillipines
- Ukraine
- Cambodia

spices to provide Taco Bell’s signature taste and texture.”
Upset over the message the suit
will send customers, Taco Bell plans
to fight with legal action of their
own.
“We take this attack on our quality very seriously and plan to take
legal action against them for making
false statements about our products,” Creed said. “There is no basis
in fact or reality for this suit and we
will vigorously defend the quality of
our products from frivolous and misleading claims such as this.”
Taco Bell has also purchased
an advertisement in the New York
Times to say “Thank you for suing
us” while revealing the truth about
their beef recipe.
“Our seasoned beef recipe contains 88% quality USDA-inspected
beef and 12% seasonings, spices,
water and other ingredients that
provide taste, texture and moisture.
The lawyers got their facts wrong.”
General Manager Joe Nelson of
Taco Bell west in St. Cloud did not
return phone calls to comment on
the lawsuit.
There are currently two Taco
Bell locations in the St. Cloud area,
one on highway 10 and another on
the corner of 33rd avenue and 2nd
street south.

News
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Coborns Plaza remains under half occupancy
Mike Runyon
New Media Editor

In lieu of many ad and PR campaigns, the Coborns Plaza have yet
to fill over half of their occupancy.
Out of the 461 available rooms, 225
have been filled. And despite the
current vacancy, Residential Life
predicts that the number will rise to
somewhere between 300 and 385
for next year.
“We expected in the first year
that we wouldn’t be approaching full
occupancy because people couldn’t
see what it was, or no one could
attest whether or not it was a good
place to live,” said Steven Ludwig,
vice president of administrative
affairs for SCSU. “We expected
occupancy to ramp up for the first
three and five years. Between the
time when we committed and when
it went forward, we had that recession intercede. I think it changed the

character of the market and softened it. We were expecting initially
to be closer to 2/3 or ¾ occupancy
the first year, so we undershot a little
what we expected but we will still
row as we go.”
SCSU is renting the space for
the project through the Wedum
foundation, a non-profit organization that provides elderly and
college-student housing.
The University is leasing the
space at a fixed, flat rate regardless
of whether the space is filled with
students or empty.
“All of our university-operated

housing facilities are designed to be
self- sufficient so that we operate
with an appropriate level of funds
to cover annual operations, as well
as planned facility and furnishing upgrades needed to meet our
student needs for future years,” Dan
Pederson, director of residential life,
said.
The rates for the Coborns Plaza
Apartments for one bedroom units
are $3,785 per semester. The two
bedroom units cost $3,650 per semester. The standard rates for other
dorms at SCSU are $1,993 for a
double room and $2,796 for a single

room. The Coborns Plaza Apartments cost 73 percent more for single rooms, and 54 percent more for
a double room. The Plaza’s rooms,
however, provide more amenities
than any dorm room on campus.
“We did some market studies at
the time to look at what would be
the appropriate rate,” Ludwig said
about the planning for the rates. “It
was a little difficult because there
is nothing like that on the market
here in St. Cloud. It’s different. A
building aimed at student housing
with an elevator, in-unit washers and
dryers, full kitchens, a private bath

“W
e will do our best to manage costs ... in order to make our
campus housing offerings as affordable as possible to students.”
Dan Pederson
Director of Residential Life

for each bedroom with underground
parking and a lot of those characteristics made it different than a lot
of the other projects available for
student housing.”
The Plaza accepts students from
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud Tech,
and anyone associated with the
University. The Plaza is not accepting families and is unavailable for
co-ed housing.
“The costs of operating any facility will go up each academic year
andwe develop rates based upon
these cost assumptions,” Pederson
said. “We also do our best to manage costs to the best of our abilities in order to make our campus
housing offerings as affordable as
possible to students.”
SCSU is not planning on
participating in the Fifth Ave Live!
development project beyond the
Plaza.

President Potter discusses reorganization
Tom Wilsey
Contributing Writer

Last Thursday, President Earl H. Potter III
appeared before the Student Government to
discuss the future of St. Cloud State University.
President Potter spoke about the release
of a set of changes that are coming out of the
Academic Support, Administrative & Operating Program & Service Appraisal Steering
Group (ASAOPSA). ASAOPSA is focused on
the administrative and support structures of
the University. These changes were released
the next day.
“What I reveal tomorrow will be a set of
suggested areas for change that I am endorsing,
as areas in which we should change,” President
Potter said. “But the shape and character of
that change has to now be defined as a consequence of work that has to be done over the
next couple months. As a consequence, what
I have is a document with a list of projects
that we are going to initiate, but I don’t have
proposals to put before the campus.”
Unlike the academic reorganization, the
ASAOPSA report will not be presented on a
open forum for students.

“I
am pleased with the outcome of the academic
reorganization design. It will let us better represent our-

selves to the world ... ”

President Earl H. Potter III
“The fact that I am not going to present
a report on open forum, on the ASAOPSA
report, does not mean that we are not going
to have a lot of conversation opportunities for
feedback about the different elements of that
plan,” Potter said. “As the proposals are developed and I have something to share, we will in
fact have many, many conversations on what
we are going to do.”
With the budget cuts of fiscal year 2012,
the loss of jobs is unavoidable. The Aviation
program is being eliminated in the process of
changes.
“We have worked hard to balance the
budget for fiscal year 2012, but to do that in
ways that minimize the number of involuntary

departures from the university,” Potter said.
Potter proposes to offer early retirement
incentives to faculty. This offer will attempt to
get faculty to consider early retirement, rather
than the implementation of layoffs.
“We’ve been able to minimize the number
of involuntary departures through the use
of vacant positions, and the offer of an early
retirement incentive to faculty,” Potter said.
“While we are going through very challenging budget adjustments, they are going to
result in a stronger university with a more sustainable financial structure, while we cause as
little pain as possible to people who have given
their working lives to this institution.”
Late last year, students voted in favor of

adding an additional $1.74 student fee to support Husky Athletics for a 3-year time period,
starting fiscal year 2012.
“I have formed a Community advisory
committee, that is working with me to shape
the future of our athletic programs,” Potter
said. “You will see significant change in the
way athletic programs are managed, the fan
experience, and the way we approach the
engagement of students around our athletic
programs in the next 3 years.”
As of Dec. 10, 2010, St. Cloud State
University began reorganizing its academic,
administrative, and student support programs.
“I am pleased with the outcome of the
academic reorganization design,” Potter said.
“It will let us better represent ourselves to the
world, what were about ... as a consequence
over time we will offer a more clearly defined,
stronger array of programs for our students.”
More concrete plans will be released later
this year. For more information on SCSU reorganization, visit the Student Government office
in room 138 of Atwood Memorial Center.

Business & Technology
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With a degree
in
English
Maurices offers training
Business

Business Column

Business Column
Megan Junkermeier
Opinions Editor

Students may view
clothing boutiques as their
pick-me-up following an
afternoon study session
– or the spot in the mall
handing them a few-hundred dollar check every
two weeks.
But these clothing
stores do more than host
part-time positions to assist
college students in their expenses to make it through
their education. They also
offer training programs
for store management
and district management
opportunities during and
following a college education.
Maurices stores are
located in various states,
ranging from small cities
to metropolitan areas. The
store sells clothing ranging
from comfortable semiformal attire to business
formal wear.
The Maurices management teams are composed
of hand-picked managers, at the store level and
above it, who prize their
compassion towards
customers and trendy
designs. Whether a student
majored in graphic design,
education or business,
their management training
program leaves the door
open.
District Manager
Kim Costello oversees 21
Maurices stores, in the
northern Minnesota and
North Dakota areas. She

has a degree in education,
but with her retail experience, she decided to focus
on clothing and retail, and
eventually gained her position at Maurices.
“I never did follow my
dream of being a teacher,
but what I did find out is I
am teaching all the time,”
Costello said. “That’s what
I do as a district manager.”
Retail and customer
service experience is often
preferred over no experience, but life experience
teamed with performance
makes a difference too.
“We have lots of people
with all different degrees,”
Costello said. “We are
always looking for sales,
marketing and fashion, but
we are really looking for
people who are interested
in people.”
Maurices offers an
associate managing position, which is a six to nine
month training program
where the individual works
under a store manager
at a Maurices location to
practice leadership and
technical skills to become a
store manager.
“We would hire
someone [as an associate manager] who has all
the qualities and traits of
being a store manager, but
they need to work with us
to fine tune those traits,”
Costello said.
Costello stressed
leadership skills, especially from a management
standpoint and the ability
to work with people. She
also explained that making
connections and estab-

lishing relationships with
customers is important to
the Maurices team.
“Whoever works for us
has to really like people,
you have to have a genuine
care for people in order to
work in retail,” Costello
said.
Maurices encourages
employees and managers
to develop a drive for success and establish themselves as part of a team
effort.
There is also a relocation program where
prospective store managers
can choose between three
states to look at where they
want to work.
Amanda Rothe is the
store manager at the St.
Cloud store located in
Crossroads Mall. She
started as a Maurices sales
associate and was promoted to a part-time assistant
manager, then a full-time
assistant manager all during her years at SCSU.
“This definitely has a
different personality style
and it fit me very well,”
Rothe said.
Once Rothe was studying business management
and marketing at SCSU,
she realized her training
in school was put into use
every day she worked as an
assistant manager.
“This developed my
skills a lot faster, and
continually training is the
best way to move up in a
company like this,” Rothe
said.
Costello encouraged
Rothe to take the next step
to a store management po-

sition. Once Rothe chose
three states through the
relocation program, she
researched them, which
she said is important to the
selection process.
Once the company
provides the stores that
are available, future store
managers will interview
for the position (like Rothe
did) and can decide which
store they would like to
run.
“What I would like to
do is to continue on to become a district manager,”
Rothe said.
Maurices also offers
an internship program
as a stepping stone to the
associate manager position, which leads to a store
manager position.
When prospective employees apply for these positions, Costello said they
should keep in mind that
skills in areas like group
work, volunteer work and
people or customer related experiences will assist
managers in seeing what
kind of manager they have
the potential to be.
“We have a philosophy
that says, ‘Like a friend, we
want to do whatever we
can to take care of you’ so
that means doing whatever
we can,” Costello said.
At Maurices.com, students can click “Careers”
or visit the St. Cloud store
in the Crossroads Mall to
gather more information
about a future in retail
management and fashion.

Emily Peterson
Editor in chief

Michelle Schmitz, associate director of the SCSU
Career Services Center,
admits she doesn’t always
have the most direct answers for students wondering what they can do with
certain degrees, especially
when it comes to majoring
in English
“Writing is such a
fundamental area that
will fall on so many jobs,”
Schmitz said. “But I think
employers see such a value
in that.”
To help students find
more opportunities or narrow down the options, the
Career Services Center
does keep track of jobs
obtained by recent graduates.
“We call students who
graduate and we ask them
what was their major and
where are they working,”
Schmitz said. “We capture
that information and we
keep track of it in a binder
and our website.”
That information
is typically chronicled
for several years to give
students the most information possible
Schmitz said recent
graduates from 2009-2010
have found jobs in many
fields including sales,
reporting, teaching and
working at book stores.
She said most students
who choose to master in
an English program go on
to teach English.
However, Schmitz said

a bachelors degree can be
used as a stepping stone
for students who would
like to continue their studies in areas that involve a
large amount of writing,
such as law.
“I don’t think students
necessarily always realize
that there’s a lot of writing
in many jobs,” Schmitz
said.
The key, Schmitz said,
is figuring out what works
best for the student and
their interests.
The most important
lesson to gain out of an
education in English is
how to communicate
effectively, according to
Schmitz.
“Communication skills,
whether it be verbal or
written, are very important. They often land as
the No. 1 skill employers
are seeking,” Schmitz said.
Often times, jobs
require that employers
are able to communicate
well across a number of
platforms, including over
the telephone, during
presentations, via e-mail
in addition to spoken and
written communication.
Schmitz said being
able to communicate
well in those platforms is
valuable to many types
of employers. That skill
development, she said, is
about more than just going through the motions in
the classroom in order to
graduate.

Technology
Ubuntu:
another choice Ubuntu: Free alternatives
for the college student
Tech Column
Casey Cromwell

Asst. News Editor

Ubuntu, a form of the
popular Linux operating
system, and named after the
South African philosophy of
“humanity toward others,”
is offering a non-corporate
alternative for tech users’
operating system needs.
Unlike Microsoft’s
Windows or Apple’s OS X,
Ubuntu is a free and open
source operating system.
This means Ubuntu is
distributed free of charge
and with its source code
included in each download,
allowing users to freely distribute the operating system
and to modify, improve or
add features to the vanilla
version.
In keeping with its
philosophy of openness,
Ubuntu also comes pre-loaded with several other forms
of free and open source
software, including Mozilla
Foundation’s “Firefox” web
browser, “OpenOffice,” a
word processing suite and
“Empathy,” an instant messaging client.
In addition to being
open source, Ubuntu offers
several distinct advantages
over its larger, more bloated
brethren.
The most important
advantage over Windows OS
is security. While Windows
is often laden with anti-virus
software and nigh-constant
security updates, Ubuntu
remains (almost) virus and
breach free.
Very few viruses exist in
the Ubuntu OS and added
security features and a simpler administrator interface
(far fewer dialog boxes) allow

Ubuntu to maintain less
security holes than Windows
OS.
On the non-tech side,
Ubuntu has inspired a community of dedicated and
enthusiastic users eager to
draw converts from Windows.
Much like other open
source phenomenon like
Mozilla’s “Firefox” or
Wikimedia Foundation’s
Wikipedia, users themselves
have taken up the mantle of
maintaining and improving
Ubuntu.
Ubuntu users, rather
than spend hours on an
outsourced phone call for a
minor problem, often take to
community groups stocked
with Ubuntu experts to discuss and resolve tech issues
within Ubuntu.
Ubuntu also offers a level
of customization not seen in
other mainstream operating
systems.
Everything from the
shape and color of interface
boxes to start up and shut
down screens is easily and
readily customized within
Ubuntu.
Thousands of custom
widgets (functions like
weather, news, media players, system monitors etc.)
allow for nearly endless
customization.
With a community of
millions of users distributing
their own (downloadable)
ideas and themes for the
perfect Ubuntu appearance,
the big picture of Ubuntu
customization begins to take
shape.
Ubuntu offers superior
security, community and customization to the plodding,
corporate operating systems
dominating the market.

Tech Column
Jun-Kai Teoh
Managing Editor

The philosophy of openness, the high level of security, the depth of customization: all that means little to
an average user if they can’t
use it easily.
Unfortunately for
Ubuntu users, many of
Apple OS X and Windows
OS softwares are not compatible with Ubuntu. There
Image courtesy of Zaphu.com
are sometimes ports for
Ubuntu
can
be
downloaded
or ordered online for
popular programs, but most
free
at
www.ubuntu.com
commercial software for the
the Software Center does.
Type in “Photoshop”
Apple OS X and Windows
“AlternativeTo” offers
and it’ll bring up “Gimp”,
OS do not offer these same
more in terms of platforms
a free and open source
conveniences.
(iPhones and Android Apps
alternative to “Adobe PhoLuckily, Ubuntu has
etc) but in all practical
toshop”.
improved tremendously in
purposes works the same as
Type in “Office” and
the past few years to include
“OSalt”. The only reason
it’ll show “OpenOffice”,
easy-to-find alternatives to
to choose one over the other
most Windows OS or Apple another popular free and
would be the interface.
open source alternative to
OS X programs.
“Microsoft Office”.
Better yet many of
Looking for statistics
them are free, making it
even more viable for college editor but can’t afford IBM’s W.I.N.E.
W.I.N.E., or just plain
“SPSS” suite? Perhaps
students aiming to save a
“GNU PSPP” can solve that “Wine”, is arguably one of
couple of hundred dollars
the most important program
for you.
from Adobe or Microsoft
for any Windows user trying
Office.
out Ubuntu.
We’ll start off by looking
Short for “Wine Is Not
OSalt.com
&
at the built-in option that
an Emulator”, it allows
Ubuntu offers.
AlternativeTo. Windows programs to be
installed and run on Ubuntu
Ubuntu Software net
(and other Operating SysThe Software Center
tems).
Center
can probably cater to most
It’s not a perfect proWith a relatively recent
basic needs, but searching
gram,
as some programs
facelift, the Software Center for “Adobe Audition” won’t
refuse
to
run on Ubuntu and
is a one-stop solution for
bring up any results there.
some
are
buggy, but Wine
most people.
Neither will searching for
has
progressed
a great deal
Its intuitive interface
“Adobe InDesign”.
since
its
inception.
divides software to “DepartThat’s where “OSalt”
Their website (appdb.
ments”, but the true gem
and “AlternativeTo” comes
winehq.org)
lists known
lies at its simple, yet effective in useful. They provide far
programs
and
its compatsearch function.
more in-depth results than

ibility rate, from “Platinum”
to “Garbage”, and also
mentions any workarounds
or potential problems.
“FL Studio”, “Adobe
Photoshop”, and “Adobe
Illustrator” are amongst the
list of “Platinum” programs.
Windows users looking to move to Ubuntu
should not rely on Wine, as
it’s effectiveness varies on
individual computer builds.
However, it’s a somewhat
reliable fall-back in times of
great need.
For gamers, a lot of
games can be run on Wine.
But as usual, mileage varies
accordingly.

Quick-list

This is by no means an
exhaustive list of alternatives, but it’s just meant to
get an average user started
out with Ubuntu in an easy
manner.
Here are some oftenused programs and their
Ubuntu alternatives.
Microsoft Office:
OpenOffice, LibreOffice
Adobe Photoshop:
Gimp 2.6, Krita 1.6
Adobe Audition:
Audacity, LMMS (Linux
MultiMedia Studio), Ardour
Final Cut Pro:
VLMC (VideoLAN Movie
Creator), PiTiVi
iTunes:
Rhythmbox, Amarok,
Banshee
Once again, the list is
not exhaustive, but it’s a
good place to start.

Bulletin
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Local

Civil rights activist to visit SCSU

ST. CLOUD - Sheyann Webb-Christburg, known as MLK Jr.’s

“Smallest Freedom Fighter” for her involvement with the march
across the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Ala. in the 1960’s will
apear at SCSU Tuesday.
Christburg will be the keynote speaker for SCSU’s Black History
Month and will be speaking from 2-3 p.m. in the Atwood Ballroom
Tuesday.
Christburg will discuss the difficulties and triumphs of the 1960’s
Civil Rights Movement.

Campus
Map

Ken Martin new chairmain of Minnesota DFL

MINNEAPOLIS - Ken Martin, running unopposed, has taken
over as Chairman of the Minnesota DFL.
Martin, who helped run the successful 2010 Dayton gubernatorial election, has a large reserve of experience to draw on.
Martin also ran Mike Hatch’s 2006 campaign and has helped
run finance and fund raising for a variety of Democratic causes
and groups.
The new chairman also plans to be instrumental in President
Obama’s 2012 reelection campaign.
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Nation

Giffords’ spouse set to man space shuttle

WASHINGTON - Mark Kelly, husband of Represenative

Gabrielle Giffords, who was shot in the head in an assassination attempt last month, will continue with his mission to lead the
upcoming mission on the space shuttle Endeavour.
Kelly has stated that support from friends, family and his
hospitalized wife have made him stick with his mission, which is
set to take place April 19.
NASA states it believes Kelly remains the best man for the job.

World

Sri Lanka suffers from heavy flooding
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SRI LANKA - Flooding in Sri Lanka has displaced nearly one
million people in its wake.
Seven people have lost their lives in the flood so far, according to
the Sri Lankan government.
The Sri Lankan government has set up hundreds of welfare
centers for the displaced.
According to the government, the worst hit areas are the North
Central and Eastern Provinces.
Along with displacement, commerce and travel have also been
disrupted in the devastation.
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New way of news
Emily Peterson
editor-in-chief

The University Chronicle
staff is delighted to present a
new and improved edition of
the University Chronicle today. Enjoy it. It’s here to stay.
We gathered input from
students, faculty, staff and
community members to redesign a paper we hope will
better suit our audience.
The first new item you
may notice is the new masthead. Several people contributed their advice and worked
with me to create a masthead
we feel is professional, organized and clear. The new type
is a kick back to old type, and
we hope you enjoy it. The font
is used throughout the newspaper sections in an effort to
keep everything consistent.
Throughout the paper, you
will find several new additions.
We have many new columns
and weekly features. Oh, yeah.
Sudoku is back, too.
It is safe to say Emilie
Thiessen had a blast working with the news section this
week. Our new design gives
all of our section editors more
freedom to design material
and its placement with the
reader in mind.
Many of these new
features are included in our
new Business and Technology
section. One column addresses
less-obvious opportunities for
employment available with
certain degrees.
Each week, a new degree
will be chosen and those who
understand the material and
job market best will be interviewed to provide their insight.
This week, we kick things
off discussing the infamous
English degree. Next week is
scheduled to discuss careers
obtainable with a philosophy
degree.
My thanks goes to Michelle Schmitz at the Career
Services Center for providing
me information few could.
She will continue to be an
important part of the weekly
column.
Our second column, written by Megan Junkermeier, is
an employment and internship column. Here, readers
can find information on local
employment and training possibilities.
In addition to our business
features, our technology section will provide readers with
information regarding new
types of technology, input on
how to best use it and what
new trends are surfacing.
At the heart of the technology section is Jun-Kai Teoh

and Casey Cromwell.
At the University Chronicle, we believe the new Business and Technology section
will provide the audience
much-needed information in a
concise and clear presentation.
Please feel free to tell us
about any story ideas you
would like to see appear.
In addition to our local,
state, national and world bulletins, Page 6 now includes
the often demanded Sudoku
puzzle as well as a photography match quiz featuring sites
from the SCSU campus.
Thanks goes to Chris
Bremseth and Andrew Jacobson for helping to bring these
ideas to life.
Our improved Opinions
section has more potential for
engaging and artistic design.
Included in this section is
the College Survival Guide
written by Mike Runyon. This
element made its first appearance last week and has come
to serve as piece of foundation
to the Opinions section.
Futher into the paper,
readers will see our Arts and
Entertainment section has a
new name: Marquee. The new
name for this section came
around 2 a.m. Sunday morning as Molly Willms, Kai and
I tried to figure out a name
that was creative and able to
include all of the different
types of story subjects that can
be found there. We hope you
enjoy.
Our Sports section has
also been changed to the
Sports and Fitness section. We
feel this title better represents
the material that can be found
in this section every week
thanks to Melanie Ovel and
Samantha South. This section
now includes a weekly health
column, written by Samantha,
that will touch on topics ranging from exercise programs,
meditation, emotional health
and hazardous substances.
Throughout all this madness, our entire team, including Adviser Mike Vadnie,
Kelsey Krucker, Nishma
Malla, Beatrice Chung and
Hannah Swift, has remained
determined and motivated to
present the readers with the
best quality newspaper we can
provide.
My personal thanks goes
to each and every one of
them. Our staff writers and
photographers, as always,
have been crucial to creating
a paper we feel serves our
audience.
Everything we do in room
13 of Stewart Hall is for the
readers. I hope it shows.

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Girls can play too
Hannah Swift
copy editor

We may be sitting silently
in the background during a
Call of Duty online multi-player match, or quietly gaining
more achievements than our
boyfriends (we don’t want to
hurt their feelings), but female
gamers are more prevalent in
the gaming world than ever
before.
In this male-dominated
industry, it is time for women
to come out of the woodwork
and speak up: girls can play
too.
Jane McGonigal, a game
developer and researcher, appeared on the Colbert Report
on Feb. 3 to promote her new
book, “Reality is Broken.”
According to McGonigal, 40
percent of gamers are women,
and 94 percent of girls under
the age of 18 play games.
Now, how McGonigal got
these statistics is unknown,
but those are some pretty high
percentages.
The question of what
defines a “gamer” is probably the biggest issue I have
with McGonigal’s statistics.
Should a girl who spends an
hour a week playing Farmville
on Facebook be considered
a gamer? By most hardcoregamer standards, absolutely
not.
Traditional hardcoregamers are going to have to
realize that the definition of a
“gamer” is shifting. A gamer
today is not what a gamer was
ten years ago. Anyone who
enjoys playing video games is a
gamer, and that is the majority
of the population.
Facebook has recently
even added a “Games” section
where users can highlight their
favorite games, much like they
highlight their favorite movies
or books.
This ever-widening spectrum of who considers them-

selves a gamer is where more
and more women are finding
their gaming niche. Perhaps
women are beginning to feel
they can ease into gaming
through less “hardcore” games
such as Super Mario Galaxy,
Rockband, or Kinect’s Dance
Central.
Many old-school, hardcore gamers scoff at females
who play these games and call
themselves gamers. Unless you
have reached the top of the
leader charts in some first-person shooter, you don’t deserve
the title.
Even when women do
achieve the same accomplishments as their male counterparts in “hardcore” games,
such as Halo or Starcraft 2,
they still don’t get respect.
Almost every female gamer
I know has encountered
sexist commentary and poor
sportsmanship on multi-player,
online games.
Comments such as, “Why
don’t you go back to the
kitchen where you belong?”
or, “What, you’re a GIRL?!”
followed by endless, derogatory
jokes and jibes about female
body parts, are common.
These things really do not help
foster a sense of welcome to
the gaming community, and
it is no wonder many women
stray away from traditional
“hardcore” games.
However, if our male
counterparts were smart, they
would realize that welcoming
women into the gaming world
would only serve to benefit
them. If more people started
playing video games, it would
only help the gaming industry
grow.
More new games would
be created, better gaming
technology developed, and
your wife or girlfriend may
be more understanding about
how you didn’t take out the
trash because you had to raid
with your guild together.

Quote of the Day:

“T

here is nothing wrong with change, if it is in the right
direction.”
Winston Churchill
Former British Prime Minister

Local
restaurants
consumed by
corporations
Samantha South
Columnist

College Survival Guide:
Chapter 2: Saving money

Michael Runyon
new media editor

College students
are by nature, usually
broke. We’re lucky if we
can scrape up enough
change to have fun on
the weekends. Between
Ramen noodles and
Easy Mac meals, it’s
tough to find ways to
save money, so I’ve composed a list of things to
help you out.
Purchasing groceries
is a must. It’s fun to go
out and it’s important
to have fun with your
friends, but if you can’t
afford it, don’t.
Eating out every day,
even if it’s at a cheap
place like Subway, can
kill your wallet faster
than the career of the
last American Idol winner. Make sure that if
you’re going to be buying perishables to plan to
eat them that week. I’ve
grown new life forms
more times than I care
to remember because I
couldn’t remember the
veggies in the pantry.
Before buying books
for your classes, check
to see if there are lower
prices online or if there
are rental options. It’s
best to also go to your
first few classes and then
decide whether or not
you even need the book.
School books can make
your finances fall faster
than Jay Leno’s ratings
after the Conan fiasco.
There’s nothing
wrong with being a
pedestrian. Instead of
taking your car, using
gasoline, paying for
parking and dealing with

St. Cloud traffic, try
riding a bike or taking a
walk.
The great thing about
walking or biking is that
it’s free exercise that
saves you money. More
often than not, one can
appreciate where they
live by taking a stroll
through town and seeing
what can be seen.
Buying in thrift can
help one save immense
amounts of money on
clothes. One can craft a
unique style by picking
their outfit from a thrift
store for half the cost.
There is absolutely no
shame in buying thrift
and it can be better for
the world because you’re
reducing waste by recycling clothes.
Recycle your aluminum, and if you live in a
house, your plastic and
paper. Some places in
St. Cloud require you
to pay for your own
garbage, but offer free
recycling. By recycling
one can not only help
the environment but also
save themselves a good
amount on monthly
garbage bills.
Make your own items
when you can. Being
crafty is a smart way
to save yourself from
buying things you don’t
necessarily need. It’s not
tough to build a desk or
convert a shoebox into a
file holder.
Try not to go to the
bars every weekend.
The price for a beer can
include multiple limbs
or taking out a loan. Instead of spending a lot
at the bar, drink cheap
off sale liquor at home.

If you have a computer and need certain
software, try a quick
search to see if there is
open-source versions of
what you need. There is
an open-source version
of text editors, image
manipulators and video
editors. These sources
of software are free,
which beats any other
price.
If you’re planning
on buying a movie or a
video game, it would be
best to rent it first. Renting allows you to get the
full satisfaction that a
game can offer at a fraction of the price. Some
games that cost $60 can
be rented and played out
in their entirety.
Going on a date can
annihilate any chance of
saving money. There are
alternatives to spending
ridiculous amounts of
money such as swimming in the quarries,
going on a bike ride,
working on art or having
a discussion over coffee. Some people might
want to be impressed by
how much you spend
on them, but they are
not worth your time and
don’t care about you as a
person. If someone sees
you only for what you
can buy them, they are
a leech and not worth
your time.
By following a few
of these guidelines and
constantly asking yourself “Is this worth the
money?” is a start to not
only helping you survive
college but also your
wallet.

Google launches ‘ArtProject’:
Art museums in virtual view
Kyra Loch
columnist

Art museums are some of the most exciting places to visit when traveling to other
cities and countries.
Unfortunately, the grand buildings that
house countless and famous works of art
are often places few people will ever be
able to see. This is often because of money,
time, and the locations of the museums.
For those who love to appreciate artwork but do not have the funds to travel all
over the world to visit various museums to
see the artwork in person, there are now
new and cheaper options to viewing these
museums. It was announced at the beginning of the month that the engineers at
Google would be launching the Google
“Art Project.”
Google’s “Art Project” is a website that
uses the same street-viewing technology
used on Google Maps. Instead of viewing
streets and houses, people can now view art
museums, and some of the artwork in the
galleries.
With the navigation arrows, viewers can
travel through the hallways of certain galleries in 17 of the world’s most prestigious
art museums. The Louvre is not featured,
but the Museum of Modern Art in New
York, the National Gallery in London, and
Palace of Versailles in France are just a few
of the museums that viewers can see wellknown artworks in.
People will be able to view many
famous works of art, including artwork by
Vincent van Gogh, Titian, Jacques Louis
David, and Paul Cezanne. Just fewer than
500 artists are featured, and viewers will
be able to zoom in on the artwork to get as
up close and personal as they can through
their computer screen.
Art Project is a significant accomplish-

ment and useful resource for everyone; it is
hoped this idea can only be further developed in the future.
When schools and universities across
the country are forced to make budget cuts,
usually the first departments on the chopping block are Art and Music programs.
This was seen at our own university last
year.
Engineers at Google are promoting
both the importance of art and appreciation of art through the new program. They
are making the opportunity to view famous
artworks accessible; artworks many people
would not have the chance to see during
their lifetime.
Hopefully more museums will join the
project in the future, making more galleries
and artwork available to a wider audience.
While Google’s “Art Project” is a great opportunity to view artwork, this new project
should not deter people from actually going
to the museum in person.
While it is convenient and amazing
that we can view the galleries right from
our computers in the safety of our homes,
people should still make an effort to go see
the artworks in person.
No images on a computer, no matter
the resolution, do justice to the actual artwork. Viewers are not able to stand in front
of a painting, taking in the rich colors, the
texture, and paint application, the visibility
of the brushstrokes, and other details one
can only observe by viewing a piece of art
in person.
No words can describe the excitement
and awe of being able to physically stand in
front of a favorite or famous painting, and
feel the emotions and some connection to
the artist as you view his or her work.
Art Project is a great step forward in
the appreciation and promotion of the Art
world. It will be exciting to see how it is
received, used, and what will happen next.

It’s not a secret the
country is in a recession, but
the effects on a quality food
supply could be crucial.
I enjoy the cuisine of
small local food businesses,
especially when it comes to
the ones around St. Cloud.
Sure every once in a
while I could go for some
TGIF’s or Applebees; food
is good there and so is the
atmosphere.
Yet, I love the restaurants
that feel more like a home
setting. Usually, these businesses are family-owned a
lot of the time and are really
nice. The price difference
is around the same as the
corporate-run restaurants, if
not cheaper, so why not?
I would choose to go to
Bridgette’s over IHOP any
day, and if I had a choice I
would stay as far away from
fast food joints as I could.
The fast food joints
around St. Cloud dominate
the place: within a block,
anyone can find at least three
of them.
Once in a while, I get a
craving for some McDonald’s, and a lot of time for
Taco Bell, which I’m not
quite so sure about that
anymore. It’s understandable
that during this recession,
fast food joints are cheap and
good for on-the-go.
Yet, with more fast
food places and a lot of the
corporate-run restaurants
taking over the area, they are
taking away from the quality
of the locally run food places
around St. Cloud.
With that in mind, a
new Arby’s is opening up on
Highway 15 soon, which is
disappointing. A White Castle is opening up on Division
also very soon, which could
be a good thing because St.
Cloud does not have multiple
of those.
Yet, it’s more fast food
places. What about the local
businesses?
These small local businesses include the wonderful
places like Milio’s. Downtown is a great area for
sub-sandwiches, especially for
the drunk people going home
around 2 a.m.; so three different sub shops are located
within walking distance of
the bars.
Sadly they are placed
right next to each other, and
one of them is a small business. The two other shops are
corporate-owned and have
great advertisement, so the
little one gets thrown to the
curb, literally.
Milio’s was my favorite
sandwich place and I am
devastated about it closing downtown. I can kiss
my Californian sandwich
goodbye.
There are very few local
businesses left, because the
corporate-owned places
are running them all out of
town. The fast food places
are also tricking us with their
secrets.
Recently in the news,
Taco Bell was accused of
lying about the meat they
provide. Instead of it being
“real” there are multiple
fillers in their meat, which is
badly advertised to its sellers.
A lot of other fast food
places have been in the
media in the past decade,
especially McDonald’s. Not
that any restaurant food
is extremely healthy, but I
wouldn’t say these are my
top choices on healthy eating
either.
It seems to be that these
places that we go to the most
for food are ways of saving
money. Yet, what we’re really
doing is killing our quality
food sources, and sticking unhealthy foods into our bodies.
Yes McDonald’s is good
every once in a while because
of tight-funds, but we’re not
in that bad of a recession to
make it our top choice of
places to eat.
While I am not trying to
be a hypocrite, I do think we
should save the quality restaurants as our first choices,
and maybe small, local businesses will be able to keep up
with the other businesses in
town.
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Salty is sweet
Bill Kopf
columnist

There is much to complain about concerning the
God-awful phenomenon
known as winter and since
most others’ talents for complaint do not remotely rival
my own, I will explain a few
frustrations.
Well, what’s to like about
winter? Christmas.
Okay, that list is done.
Now, what’s not to like
about it?
Possibly, the fact that you
will literally die if you stay
outdoors in winter weather
for any prolonged length of
time. This is a season that can
murder you.
And when it can’t achieve
that, it is satisfied with freezing mucous uncomfortably
inside your nostrils, numbing
your fingers to the point of
immobility, or simply facilitating potential lethal tendencies
within yourself.
But, what I have recently
come to detest most passionately about this malignant
season is the ice.
This probably would have
escaped my notice completely
were I not a college student,
because it is primarily while
present on campus that winter’s thug – ice – threatens to
break the legs and tailbones
of not only me, but all my
fellow students. Maybe my
complaint should rest on
the shoulders of the campus
grounds-keeping team, but
from a less myopic point of
view, it is winter itself that is
to blame.
I have not gone one day
on campus grounds without
skittering about on some
death trap ice patch obscured
by a thin sheen of snow, lying
in wait to steal from me every
fiber of dignity in my being.
Most of these are subtle losses
of footing.
Sometimes I am even
able to make it look intentional – like I am just such a
kid at heart that I am sliding
around on the ice for my own
amusement. Every day I know
it’s coming, but I don’t know
when - like death.
Oftentimes I am able
to spot the ice patch before
I place my foot upon it.
Not long ago, I nearly tore
something like I had done the
splits. There was a particularly

nasty patch of ice waiting on
the sidewalk to make fools of
all who tread upon it. I was
one such fool.
So far, I have never
entirely fallen. I am always
somehow able to ultimately
maintain my footing with my
cat-like nimble agility. But this
patch in front of the Miller
Center nearly had me.
While waiting on the bus
for its departure, that same ice
patch of death was within my
periphery, and I witnessed several near disasters and some
complete. One poor guy was
running at full speed when it
got him. He stayed up though,
like Brian Boitano.
Another girl was not so
lucky. She was just a tiny little
thing.
She went down all the
way. I saw her scramble back
to her feet from the corner
of my eye while I pretended
not to have seen it. I felt so
terrible for her. I wanted
to hug her and tell her that
everything would be alright,
that one blessed day the ozone
really would be completely
depleted and winter would be
no more. I wanted to tell her
of magical lands of sand and
sun and scorching heat where
ice couldn’t even exist.
So, what is the solution to
this problem?
We could promote the
utilization of SUVs to ensure
a more timely onset of global
warming, ergo, the demise of
winter. Or, perhaps students
could bring ice skates to
school. The thought had
crossed my mind.
But, I know how to skate
on ice about as well as I know
how to walk on ice: I would
fall anyway.
This would go on until
I threw my mittens to the
ground in frustration and just
stood there, immobile in my
sparkly white ice skates, crying
into the cold and bitter wind,
snot and drool and tears freezing to my face. But really, that
wouldn’t work at all.
I will just have to continue
skidding around on my way
to class, trying my very best
to avoid falling fully to the
ground so I can reclaim at
least a tiny bit of dignity from
my little awkward ice dances.
Spring always takes so
long to arrive - and that’s my
last seasonal complaint.

Have an Opinion?
Have you written a letter?
Here’s how to get published.
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Letters to the Editor

Questioning an airbrushed fantasy
Jane Olsen
women’s center director

It’s that time of year.
The litany of advertising
to students about Spring
Break has begun in earnest
as demonstrated by the first
complaint to the Women’s
Center about the sexist messages seemingly inherent in
Spring Break advertising.
Further, this is also the time
of year that local downtown
bars send out drink special
promotions, often sexist, and
using unacceptable sexual

innuendo to attract students.
Selling a product
through a promise of sex
or sex appeal is nothing
new. For at least the last 60
years in this country, ‘sex
sells’ has been a theme of
the advertising industry, and
the vast majority of these
ads use women’s bodies to
do the advertising. So who
cares that womens’ butts,
breasts, thighs, and other
body parts are targeted as
the selling point to travel to
college student havens such
as South Padre Island, Day-

tona Beach, and Cancun?
Frankly, many women do
(and some men also). It’s
tiring, coupled with predictable, sexist, and being an
airbrushed fantasy.
This particular poster
showing a woman’s butt
over half the page with the
copy, “Stop staring and take
her picture,” and “You know
you want to,” ironically, was
placed next to the Women’s
Center’s poster advertising
the Women on Wednesday
series, “Change Makers:
Young women speak out!”

The dichotomy between
young, empowered women
presenting about the many
important issues impacting
their lives (including creating
sex-positive lives) juxtaposed
with images that make women objects to be sold and
consumed, inspired me to
remind students to critically
analyze media messages and
avoid buying in.
A special thanks to the
first student who called. She
reinforces the reality that
some students are anything
but apathetic.

Keeping fields of opportunitity
John Crabtree
Rural affairs director

The steady growth of organic farming in Minnesota
and the economic impacts
of organics on rural communities cannot and should
not be ignored.
The USDA recently
reiterated their commitment to organic production
by announcing another
$50 million in funding for
the Environmental Quality
Incentives Program (EQIP)
Organic Initiative, which
provides a 75 percent share
of the cost of implement-

ing organic conservation
measures to those who
qualify - 90 percent for
beginning, limited-resource
and socially-disadvantaged
farmers and ranchers.
In Minnesota, just over
$1 million was awarded out
of the $24 million distributed nationally last year.
That total funding
helped 64 Minnesota farms
either get started in organic
production or enhance
their established operations,
making the state 10th in the
nation for funding awarded.
Farmers and ranchers involved in organic production
or transitioning to organic

have until March 4 to apply
for the EQIP Organic funding for 2011 through their
local Natural Resources
Conservation Service office.
The Center for Rural
Affairs has also provided
an EQIP Organic Initiative
fact sheet at (http://www.
cfra.org/2010-eqip-organicinitiative) and a Farm Bill
Helpline (402-687-2100) to
assist farmers and ranchers
in applying.
With $50 million in national funding available this
year, farmers and ranchers
have a tremendous opportunity to take the leap into
organic.

The rewards to farmers,
ranchers, rural communities
and our food system will be
with us for a long time.
The Center for Rural Affairs was established in 1973
as an unaffiliated nonprofit
corporation under IRS code
501(c)3.
The Center for Rural
Affairs was formed by rural
Nebraskans concerned
about family farms and
rural communities, and we
work to strengthen small
businesses, family farms and
ranches, and rural communities.

Worth 100 Words
Having respect for yourself is being true to who you are. Always keep in mind what you are and
don’t bow to pressure from others.
There’s nothing lower than sacrificing who you are in order to fit in.
Your life has meaning.
Your life has dignity.
Your life has respect.
Always show others respect, but never let them push you around for it.
Respect yourself and when the pressure is on, stick to your guns, kid.

Michael Runyon
New Media Editor
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National-level comedy starts at SCSU
Molly Willms
a & E editor

National-level comedy
got its start on Thursday
night right here at SCSU.
Rooftop Comedy’a
National College Stand-Up
Competition is a national
comedy contest that seeks
the best stand-up comedian
from colleges across the
country.
“There are 32 schools
nationwide participating,”
said Di Fernando, program adviser for UPB and
campus coordinator of the
competition. “St. Cloud
State’s one of them.”
Eight comedians representing SCSU performed
in the Quarry on Thursday.
All will move on to the next
phase of the competition,
which involves competing
against the University of
Minnesota team.

“Initially, we didn’t
have a huge online sign-up
for St. Cloud,” said Libby
Hall, event management
consultant for Rooftop
Comedy, “so I was a little
bit nervous, but we have all
eight members of the team,
and I’m really excited to see
them compete against the
University of Minnesota.”
This level of the event
was emceed by Minneapolis
comedian Amber Preston,
who opened and closed the
show with jokes.
“Everyone was funny,
and I was so worried that
someone was going to have
a bad set, but everyone was
funny,” said Preston.
Preston, unlike the
contestants, started doing
stand-up after college.
“I felt like I was old
news by the time I started
[stand-up comedy], but I
studied theater in college

and improv in college,
so I had the performing
background, and I knew I
enjoyed the funny stuff,”
said Preston. “And then a
few years after college, I
decided to try an open mic,
and now I do it as a job.”
After Preston opened
the show, the first comedian
took the stage for his threeminute set. Before the night
was over, eight students had
performed for a packed
Quarry, including Jordan
Karasch, Martin “Marty”
Loso, Mike Fesenmaier, Bill
Higgs, Comrade Tripp, Peter Ingles, Nathan Ebaugh
and Naode “Chips Ahoy”
Asegedom.
The comedians varied
in experience and preparation time for this competition.
“I’ve been doing comedy for nine months,” said
Marty Loso. “I saw this

beatrice chung / asst. visuals editor

The eight stand-up comedians will go on to compete against the University of
Minnesota in March.

competition last year, and
I was really excited when I
read that it was coming to
St. Cloud. A good opportunity for a young comic.”
“First time ever doing
this, ever,” said Mike Fesenmaier. “I found out about it
yesterday, I’ve had 24 hours
or less to prepare. A lot of
just throwing stuff out, putting stuff in.”
After the final stand-up
act, the entertainment continued with SCSU Improv,
the campus’ improvisational
comedy group. The group
performed five “games”,
some of which included
audience participation.
The group has been
around for a year and was
originally asked to appear
as comedians in the competition.
“I got an e-mail [asking]
for stand-up comics,” said
Zachary Kulzer, founder
and member of SCSU
Improv. “They wanted our
group to go up and perform as stand-up comics.
But then they called a week
later and said, ‘We don’t
have a lot of comics, so do
you guys want to come anyway?’ And then we did. We
had to pull it together kind
of fast, but we did it.”
According to Kulzer,
this is SCSU Improv’s first
real performance on campus. They are looking to
change that.
“I’m hoping to get more
involved with the Quarry,”
Kulzer said. “I kind of want
to do open improv night on
Friday.”
This is the first year that
SCSU has participated in
Rooftop Comedy’s competition, but it is not necessarily
the last.

U.S. Army Brass
Quintet honors
soldiers, civilians
through music
Molly Willms
a & e editor

Music appreciation was
first on the agenda for the
United States Army Field
Band Brass Quintet at
Wednesday night’s concert.
One of four military
music ensembles stationed
in Washington, D.C., the
Army Field Band’s assignment is to travel the country
and perform for Americans.
“From that group, they
have different ensembles,”
said Albert Moore, professor of trumpet and horn at
SCSU. “This is a group of
five brass players, the standard quintet: two trumpets,
horn . . . trombone and
tuba.”
This ensemble was
selected to perform largely
because of its hometown
connection: trumpet section leader of the Army
Field Band and member of
the Brass Quintet Master
Sergeant Michael Klima is
a native of Sartell.
“Mike is a wonderful
young man,” Moore said of
his former student. “I had
the great privilege of working with him for two years
when he was in high school
and five years at St. Cloud
State, so I’ve known him for
a long time.”
“It’s a pleasure to come
back here,” said Klima.
For Wednesday’s
performance, the quintet
played a variety of music. They opened with a

sonata by Bach, followed by
a patriotic anthem by John
Philip Sousa entitled “Sabre
and Spurs”. They then
performed a piece in nine
movements designed for a
brass quintet, Jan Koetsier’s
“Kinderzirkus”. This was
followed by the British classic “Barclay Square” and
Enrique Crespo’s “Suite
Americana No. 1”.
As is tradition, the band
performed the “Armed
Forces Salute,” a compilation of the hymns of the
U.S. Army, Marine Corps,
Navy, Air Force and Coast
Guard. They finished with
a polka tune in honor of
the dance’s popularity in
the region.
“It was a barn-burner,”
Klima said of the show.
“We picked a lot of really
tough music, not only technically but also endurancewise.”
The United States Army
Field Band calls themselves
“The Musical Ambassadors
of the Army”. The band is
not, however, intended to
support a particular cause,
candidate or movement.
“In this country, and
there are always exceptions,
the attitude tends to be that
we may not agree with a
president’s getting us into
a war, or some decision
militarily, but we tend to
stand behind our soldiers,”
Moore said. “They try to
stay pretty non-controversial. They’re your band,
they’re my band, they’re

beatrice chung / asst. visuals editor

Comedian Amber Preston performed at both ends
of the competition.
with a really clean set for
“It seems like there’s
next year.”
a lot of outlets for music
“Perform every week,”
and that, not really much
said Loso. “You learn
comedy,” Fernando said.
[more] from your bad sets
“This is already organized
by someone else, and we are than your great sets.”
mainly hosting and giving
To follow SCSU and the
our students a chance to go
other schools in the comto this national competipetition, students can visit
tion.”
www.rooftopcomedy.com/
If the competition does
college. The next stage of
come back next year, stuthe competition will take
dents can prepare by taking place on March 21 in the
advice from event organizHouse of Comedy in the
ers, student comedians and
Mall of America.
veteran comics.
“It’s a lot of work, but
“Just start going to open it’s worth it,” Preston said
mic nights,” Hall offered,
of stand-up. “What you put
“practicing what jokes get
into it is definitely what you
a good response, and go in
get out.”

GREEN plays music,
helps women’s shelter
Dana Johnson
staff writer

molly willms / staff photographer

Master Sergeant Michael
the audience.
America’s band, representing our soldiers, not our
political outlooks.”
Still, all the members
of the field band are active
duty soldiers who have been
through basic training.
“As an American, there’s
nothing better than being
able to serve my country
and do what I love best,”
Klima said. “There are so
many musicians that they’re
scraping together jobs, just
trying to make a living.”
Klima has been with the
U.S. Army Field Band for
many years, and his audition was competitive.
“He had to compete
against 42 finalists for the
job and won the position
of being in the Army Field
Band,” Moore said.
Klima had some advice
for music students who will
be graduating into a tough

Klima explains a piece to

job market.
“It’s so competitive
nowadays that you really
have to be very versatile,”
Klima said. “You can’t just
play classical, or just jazz.
You have to be able to go in
between.”
Klima also stressed the
importance of the actual
audition.
“Being able to make
a really good recording
and being able to take lots
of auditions and not get
downtrodden by not winning them,” Klima said.
“A lot of people, they take
an audition, they lose, and
they lose confidence. That’s
all part of it. People go
through a lot of auditions
before they get jobs. Being
able to just get back on the
horse and keep doing it [is
important].”

On Friday, at the Meeting
Grounds coffee shop in downtown St. Cloud, the focus was
community.
Dubbing the evening
“Making Music for Making
Changes,” The GREEN Band
set out to do a lot more for St.
Cloud than just put on a good
show for the debut performance of the coffee shop’s
new stage.
“We are an organization
about helping local businesses,
and so I thought that this
would be a perfect place for
a stage,” said Justin Lewandowski, Executive Director
and founder of The GREEN
Band. “We want to encourage
local musicians to come out
and play. We want to promote
awareness for local issues in
our community as well as
helping other organizations,
and we also want to help local
business.”
For this particular event,
The GREEN Band decided
to promote awareness of the
issue of domestic violence
in the area. They did so by
teaming up with the Anna
Marie’s Shelter. They turned
the concert into a Diaper
Drive, encouraging attendees
to bring a package of diapers
to the otherwise free show. By
the end of the evening, close to
1,000 diapers were donated.
“A friend of mine actually
approached me through Facebook with a message in which
she asked if The GREEN
Band could help raise awareness about domestic abuse. She
wanted to see an event like this
happen,” Lewandowski said.
“One of our goals is to try to
get as many people who want
to promote awareness about
an issue to approach us.”
The GREEN Band also
set out to promote community
activities by getting as many
volunteers as possible involved
in the building of the actual

stage.
Alex Hanley, SCSU art
student and member of The
GREEN Band’s art committee, had never built a stage
before. But, she had access to
the SCSU Art Department
woodshop, volunteers willing to help her, and money
donated by various people to
buy the wood.
“A stage needs to be sturdy,
and it needs to [abide] by fire
codes,” Hanley said. “So we
looked at a lot of things online
and talked to anyone possible
that had any idea as to how
to do this. Then we just went
into the art building and took
turns working in there. The
art building was very nice
about it, we could work in the
workshop as long as we were
all students.”
The result of this effort
was a 12 by 7-foot stage ready
for local musicians Naked Mosaic and Fish Island to play on
Friday at 5 p.m. Opening the
evening was Naked Mosaic, a
duet of SCSU students. Fish
Island took the stage around
5:45 p.m. Soon after, the audience began to dance.
“Anything to bring people
together,” Hanley said. “You
know people are walking down
the street with their headphones on, or they’re on their
cell phone. No one makes eye
contact anymore; no one talks
to each other. I want people to
socialize, I want people to not
sit and watch TV, I want them
to go out and have a conversation with someone.”
By 6 p.m. Friday, there
didn’t seem to be an open seat
in the Meeting Grounds, diapers were stacked on a table,
and a dance party was in full
swing in front of the stage.
The GREEN Band plans
to continue to bring live music
to the Meeting Grounds, with
their next show planned for
Feb. 18. For more information, find The GREEN Band
on Facebook or visit www.
meetinggrounds.com.
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Girl’s Night Out stand-up is
female-exclusive comedy event
Molly Willms
a & e editor

Both sexes gathered at
Pioneer Place on Fifth Theatre on Friday for a Girl’s
Night Out comedy
performance.
Kristin Andersen-Anderson
and Jason
Schommer
performed
stand-up at
the theater,
a type of
performance
that was
somewhat
unique for
Pioneer
Place.
“We
haven’t done
comedy here in
probably five or
six years,” said Dan
Barth, executive director of Pioneer Place, at the
beginning of the show. “So
it was kind of exciting when
I got to talk to Kristin and
see if she wanted to bring
her show up here.”
Andersen-Anderson has
been putting on Girl’s Night
Out across the State for the
past year.
“I’m slowly but surely,
doing it about once a
month, branching out to
other cities in Minnesota,
and actually I’m going to
be in Baltimore in April,”
Andersen-Anderson said.
The concept was executed by another female
comedian in the 1980s.
“Jenny Jones did this

about 20 years ago, and she
wouldn’t even let a bartender be a guy,” AndersenAnderson said. “But I’ve
updated: gays, trannies, and
cross-dressers
are

welcome.”
The audience was
mixed-gender, although
Andersen-Anderson said
that the
target is truly non-masculine.
“Who says no to a
straight man, ever?”
Andersen-Anderson said.
“They don’t need to be at
everything.”
Andersen-Anderson
started doing stand-up at
age 19.
“Some of the girls could
ice skate, some of the girls
were good athletes, some of
the girls were cheerleaders,
and I was none of those

girls,” said Andersen-Anderson. “I didn’t know what
girl I was. Until I saw standup. Then I went, ‘Okay,
that’s what I do.’”
Schommer has performed in the majority of
the Girl’s Night Out shows.
“If you read the poster,
then you know how a man
gets involved, because he’s
a gay man,” AndersenAnderson said. “A straight
man would not be performing in this show, because no
straight guys are allowed.”
Schommer, who has a
degree in theater, was “bit
by the stand-up bug” when
working as an intern in
New York.
“It’s all the thrills of
theater, but not the work of
building sets and costumes,
and actors and egos
and all that sort of
thing,” Schommer said.
Schommer opened
the show
with jokes
about
his day
job and
his family. He was
greeted with
laughter and
applause from
the audience.
He was followed
by Andersen-Anderson,
who talked about her children, marriage, politics, and
past performances.
The show, which lasted
a total of an hour and a
half, is intended as an outlet
for women to have fun

REVIEWS

without a male presence.
Many women entered this
performance with men, but
Andersen-Anderson said
this is relatively unusual.
These were balanced by
many women-only groups
and a mother-daughter pair.
“I hope that they take
away that it’s okay to go
out without the guys,”
Andersen-Anderson said.
“I hope their cheeks hurt,
I hope they take away sore
cheeks. I hope they take
away that you can use your
voice and be heard and
it’s fun. And you’re not a
bitch, and you’re not ‘the C
word,’ and all those things
people say when [women]
are direct.”
“It just has a very different vibe,” said Schommer.
“Kristin’s really onto

something that’s
really hot and a
lot of fun. It’s a very different atmosphere having it be
pretty much all women.”
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
KRISTIN ANDERSENANDERSON
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The 19th Annual Battle of the Bands is this Wednesday,

Unsigned bands will
battle Wednesday
Jason Tham
staff writer

The University Programming Board plans to bring four
bands to campus this Wednesday for a musical challenge.
The 19th Annual Battle
of the Unsigned Band will
be held 7 p.m. at the Atwood
Ballroom.
“It’s going to be exciting
because some of the bands
have performed at other places
before,” said Brenda Oslar,
Mississippi Music Fest coordinator from UPB.
The four bands that will
be performing will battle for
the top two spots to perform
opening acts at this year’s Mississippi Music Fest.
Each band will be given
twenty minutes to perform. A
master of ceremonies is hired
for the night to entertain the
audience during the changeover of performers.
The activities during the
changeover will be interesting,
Osler said.
Osler said at least one student from each of the bands
has to be an SCSU student.
“I would encourage students to come and support the
band,” Osler said, “And they
[students] can have a good

social time, too.”
Osler added that this event
will be a chance for students to
escape from their studies and
to have fun with their friends,
with good music.
Students’ attendance at
the event will also be a good
support to the student bands,
Osler said.
She encouraged students
to bring along their friends to
this event.
“It is always great to see
student performers up on the
stage,” said Salem Mahmoud,
a member of the Mississippi
Music Festival committee.
“Any types of band that
can go on stage and perform
are good, and college publicity
is good publicity,” Mahmoud
said.
Regardless of the types of
music, Mahmoud said, students can learn about different
genres played live on stage.
Osler said that the Committee tries to bring new
elements into the Battle every
year.
The Battle of the Unsigned Band is an open event,
free to all students, staff, and
faculty.
“Just come to the event,
you [students] have already
paid for it,” Mahmoud said.

.movie.game.album.book.

‘Kiss’ experiments, remains solid
Chris Bremseth
album review
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Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush deliver great performances in a so-so film.

‘King’s Speech’ is good, not great
Matthew Luczak
movie review

The reluctant King
George VI overcomes his
speech impediment to lead his
nation in Tom Hooper’s film
The King’s Speech.
The film tells the true
story behind King George VI’s
ascent to the throne.
The film stars Colin Firth
as King George, whose speech
impediment has haunted him
his whole life. He visits many
speech-diction doctors when
he finally meets with Lionel
Logue, a speech therapist
played by Geoffrey Rush,
who employs “controversial”
methods.
What unfolds is an unlikely
friendship between the King
and his therapist. Throughout
his sessions with Logue, the
young Duke of York experiences his father King George
V’s death, and the ascension
of his brother to become King
Edward VIII. But, due to his
brother’s questionable morals,
he is thrown out of office, and
the rank of King is given to
the newly-named King George
VI.
The film boasts as great a

cast whose talents are wellused. Colin Firth plays a
believable King George; his
stammering was authentic and
paced well, and his performance has earned him a Best
Actor nomination, which he is
favored by many to win.
The best performance is
from Geoffrey Rush, who plays
a “common” person who helps
royalty in his own special way.
The film plays like Good Will
Hunting, where a reluctant
genius holds himself back
because of things that have
happened in his past, and the
therapist helps him discover
his voice.
Throughout the movie the
ever-present threat of Nazi
Germany is looming, and the
most satisfying part of the film
is the conclusion, where King
George makes his famous
speech on the coming war.
Although the film is very
solid, the story of King George
is full of political discourses
on the British royalty in a
time where royalty didn’t hold
much power, which can be
uninteresting and quite dry;
although these moments are
broken up with hilarious bits
of banter between Lionel
Logue and King George.

The movie is a bit too long
and some scenes are overacted.
Tom Hooper and cinematographer Danny Cohen
make the film look beautiful;
the framing of the characters
and the camera movements
are smooth, and the visual
aesthetics are truly amazing to
look at.
The film presents King
George as a kid with a rough
upbringing; hard to believe
since he is, after all, a king.
Even though the movie
had no glaring flaws, it will be
hard for an audience member
to care about a rich King who
cries because he has a problem
faced by “ordinary” people
to this day, people who make
do an overcome without the
benefit of being royalty.
With all the great films that
came out this year, I believe
that The King’s Speech may
not deserve as much recognition as its getting. This film
is enjoyable, but some award
nominations that it received
don’t make sense.
The biopic of King
George VI is unique and
brings a funnier element that
hasn’t been seen in any British
royalty films, but it doesn’t deliver as one of the year’s best.

After the 2010 release of
his EP,” Walking Far From
Home”, Iron and Wine is back
from the studio with a full album entitled “Kiss Each Other
Clean”.
Iron and Wine is the stage
name of Samuel Beam, a
singer/songwriter famous for
his acoustic work, as well as
his cover of the Postal Service
single “Such Great Heights”.
More recently his songs
have been used in commercials, television shows, and
movies. Beam has consistently attempted to reinvent his
sound for most of his albums
and EPs, such as his southwestern style collaboration with
Calexico, or the electric guitar
saturated EP, “Woman King”.
Iron and Wine stated in an
interview with SPIN magazine
that “Kiss” was a “focused pop
record. It sounds like the music
that people heard in their car
growing up . . . that early to
mid-70’s FM, radio friendly
music.”
The first track, “Walking
Far from Home”, fits his pop
intentions perfectly. The light
piano, downplayed percussion,

and calm vocals all scream
1970s light rock.
What sets it apart are the
electronic influences that become apparent about midway
through the song, with the use
of slight distortion.
The lyrics are typical Iron
and Wine, veiled metaphors
such as “I was walking far
from home and I found your
face mingled in the crowd, saw
a boat full of believers sail off
talking too loud, talking too
loud”. Beautiful sounding lyrics, maybe, but they are devoid
of any meaning.
“Me and Lazarus” is the
same light-rock-from-the-70s
style with the addition of some
more electronic reverb and a
funky saxophone. The sax fits
in nicely, reinforcing the light
rock while making it more
interesting to the ear than the
previous track, but not venturing outside the sound of the
album.
“Monkeys Uptown”
changes the game. Its midtempo quickens the pace, while
Beam quickens his tongue for
a more pointed vocal sound.
It still uses the electronic
distortion, but the addition of
a funky bass line makes it feel
like early 80s rock in sections.
The instrumentals from

“Half Moon” are more
country-inspired, with electric
guitars on the rhythm playing
a couple low chords and the
lead playing long, drawn out
high notes, a la The Eagles.
The backing vocals are layered
with more emphasis, which
gives the song a cluttered feel.
This song just doesn’t work
with the intentions of the
album.
“Rabbit Will Run” works
the 1970s in a different manner, more specifically, sounding
like a song that got left off Pink
Floyd’s album “The Wall”. Its
distorted vocals are extremely
similar to the Floyd song,
“Mother”. A more humorous
addition is a slide whistle, an
instrument that one would
more likely see in the hands of
a child rather than a professional musician, but barring
the childlike imagery, it fits
here. There is also a flute that
is layered in, giving the song a
much deeper feel.
“Kiss Each Other Clean”
is clearly another win for Iron
and Wine. He may lose some
fans with his few forays into
country music territory, but his
other solid work on the album
should convince them to stay
a while.
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Iron and Wine’s latest successfully experiments with new styles.
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HOUSING
FEMALES AND MALES
Private in 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, Laundry,
Parking Avail. 6/1/11 and
8/1/11 E.P.M 251-6005
4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths Heat Incl. DW/AC
Security BLDG 10 or 12
Month Leases 493-9549
2,3+4 BDR APT VARIOUS Locations Heat Incl.
DW/AC Security 493-9549
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UNIVERSITY APTS LARGE
2 Bedrooms Close SCSU,
Heat,Studios,Ones 320251-8284,320-250-8666
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

3 OR 4 BDR 1BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths AC, DW
Heat Paid 10 or 12 Month
Leases Security 493-9549
SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

5 BEDROOM HOUSES JUNE
1ST Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
UVT’S 4 BDR. TOWNHOME Pool, Dishwasher
Free Parking/Heat 252-2633

www.stcloudrental.com

CLOSE CLOSER CLOSEST
kenthousing.com or 320-252-5500
1 BR./2BR. APTS S/E
3/1,4/1, 5/1 & 6/1, $395
Heat/Parking Incl. Bus Lines
251-1925 mpmproporties.net

1,2,3 & 4 BDRM APTS.
GREAT Locations. Heat/
Parking Incl. 251-1925
mpmproperties.net

3 BLOCKS FROM SCSU
m+m Apts. 320-259-9673

HOUSING 1ST AVAIL.
6/1/11 Heat/Parking Incl.
Clean/Affordable. Also 1,2,3
& 4 Br. APTS. Dan/Nicole
251-1925 mpmroperties.net

3+4 BED APTS, FREE CABLE
Free Heat June+July 50.00/
Mth www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny @ 320-259-9673
1, 2 BR- JUNE 1ST
$485-575. H, W, G, Cable,
Parking. 320-251-7600 x 559

NOW RENTING
FOR JUNE 2011!
Nice 7,8, and 9 Bedroom Houses
Close to SCSU. Call Ryan at 320761-0911 www.huskyhouses.com

STUDIO APTS.
400+ SQUARE FEET
Heat paid, A/C, micro, laundry,
parking. 2 blocks to campus.
Avail. 6/1/11. Excel Prop. 2516005.
excelpropmgmt.com

9 BEDROOM HOUSE,
2 BLOCKS TO
MILLER LIBRARY
Large bedrooms, 3 baths, D/W,
laundry, parking. Nice, clean.
excelpropmgmt.com 251-6005

5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
3 BLOCKS TO LIBRARY!
2 Bed Apartment! 320-2291919 www.stcloudrental.com
3 OR 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
Heat and Parking Incl 493-9549
ROOMS FOR RENT!
SCSU Area 215/Month!
Heat, Water, Sewer, Garbage,
Cable Incl! 320-229-1919
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS. 2-Big
Bedrooms. Neat/Clean. Includes
Utilities. Possible Caretaking.
Off-Street Parking. $298/ Person.
Near Hallenbeck. 320-679-3852
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
Roommate Matching. Free Parking, & Heat. UVT’S 252-2633
TOWNHOUSES BY Halenbeck 3BDRM’S Heat/
Parking Inc. 251-1925
ONE TWO AND 3 Bedrooms
Close SCSU, Also Studios,
Houses, Call 320-251-8284 www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

HOUSES STILL AVAILABLE!
Houses! Houses! Houses!
SCSU Area! 320-229-1919

WWW.SCSU4RENT.COM
SOUTHVIEW APTS. SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
laundry, parking. Close to
SCSU. Avail. 6/1/11.
Excel Prop. 251-6005. excelpropmgmt.com

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011.
4BDRM & 6/7BDRM.
Call 320-237-7570

2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
Library AC/DW Heat Incl
10 or 12 Month 493-9549

13TH ST APTS: 1 BLK
North of Hockey Center (5th)
3+4 Bed Starting @ $225
Parking, Garages, Laundry &
Onsite Caretaker Remodeled
Units Avail. Josh: 651-2709316 Dan: 651-361-0803
STCLOUDRENTAL.COM

STATESIDE APTS.
SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking. Close, quiet. E.P.M 2516005 excelpropmgmt.com
WWW.IVYAPARTMENTS.COM
7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT 2 Blocks from State. $315
Per Room Floors, Windows New
Chris_Chopp@yahoo.com
3+4 BDR APT IN HOUSE
1 BLK From Library D/W
Heat+Parking Incl 10 or 12
Month Lease 493-9549
2 BEDROOMS
UNIVERSITY DRIVE
and Lakeside Apts Close SCSU
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com Call 320-251-8284
WESTVIEW AND UNIVERSITY WEST APTS.
4 bedroom apts. Heat paid,
A/C, D/W, parking. 2 blocks
to Miller Library. E.P.M 2516005 excelpropmgmt.com
HARD TO FIND! 3 BED
Apartments. 2 Blocks to SCSU!
Call Today! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608

CAMPUS APTS.
ON 5TH AVE!
4 bedroom apts. Heat paid,
A/C, D/W, parking. 1/2
blocks to Miller Library.
E.P.M 251-6005 excelpropmgmt.com

4 BED APARTMENTS!
Starting at $215/MO. 2 Blocks
From Library! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

ONE,TWO,THREE,
Bedrooms, Decks, Houses, Large,
Close SCSU Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

FREE PARKING, LARGE
Bedrooms, Pool, Individual
Leases. Microwave, Dishwasher
252-2633 uvtownhomes.com

2 OR 3 BDR ON CAMPUS 10 or 12 Month Leases
Heat Paid 493-9549

BEACHWOOD 1BR.
APTS. 6/1/11 $400-$440
Dan/Nicole 251-1925

UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005 excelpropmgmt.com

COLLEGE VIEW
Apartments Close to
Hockey Center Now Renting For Fall 320-258-4000
www.granitecityproperties.com

2BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
CAMPUS DW/AC Heat Incl.
10 or 12 Month. 493-9549

OUT OF THE DORMS!
4BR, 2 Bath. Heat, water,
trash, cable. 320-654-8300

AT T E N T I O N
NEED HOUSE SITTER
From Feb. 16 through
March 2. Also cat care. Near
campus. Call 252-9651
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Psuedo bath salts act as stimulants
HEALTH COLUMN
Samantha South
A&E assistant editor

New synthetic drug use
may lead to a ban on retail
chemicals used daily.
In recent media reports,
the misuse of bath salts and
its use as a recreational drug
could become a problem
for consumers. States are
looking at what to do as this
issue arises.
“We’re looking at a
conduct code saying what
we should do in response,”
Robert Reff, Interim Assistant Dean of Students
for Chemical Health and
Outreach program, said.
As reported in the U.S.
News, Louisiana has already
banned the products and

has made them a Schedule
1 substance, putting them
in the same class as heroin.
People can be charged with
a misdemeanor for using or
selling the fake bath salts.
“With all of these new
chemicals out there, they’re
not regulated, but these bath
salts are chemically manufactured,” Reff said. “With
that kind of thing it can be
dangerous issues on how the
drug was crafted.”
The bath salts do contain various potent chemicals, including mephedrone,
which is a stimulant.
The chemical is similar
to amphetamines, including
its side effects.
“I think they could have
some really bad outcomes
for students,” John Eggers,
Director of Counseling and
Psychological Services, said.

“Some of the things coming
out are potentially risky
because students don’t know
what the effect is going to be
on them when they’re using
them.”
As new substance problems arise, students, and
issues with older substances
are taken into consideration.
Surveys done by resources on campus, such as the
Counseling and Psychological Services, inform them
on what types of substances
need to be looked at.
“Referring to the survey,
certainly it seems like a majority of students use alcohol, and then the next most
common one is marijuana,”
Eggers said.
Causes for the use of
these substances around
campus can vary.
“I think the age-old

reasons that students do
things from any generation,
not just current, include a
mix of risk taking, adventure seeking; some would
say pressures and stressors
of chemical use and alcohol
and them trying to get some
respite from those,” Eggers
said.
Campus leaders are still
learning and comparing
the different effects of the
various substances used by
students.
“Synthetic or chemical
compounds can have drastically different responses, it’s
tricky because we don’t now
how it’s going to affect you,”
Reff said.
The differences of the
effects of substances, like
the bath salts, don’t have
a specific list of how they
will affect each individual

person.
Some may be fine to one
person, others can have very
drastic effects on some.
“Just because something
is not illegal doesn’t mean
it’s safe,” Reff said.
On a positive note, not
a lot of cases with the bath
salts have been found at
SCSU, or even Minnesota.
“The bath salts issue,
there has been very little in
St. Cloud we’ve heard of
maybe one case, with college
students we haven’t heard of
any cases,” Reff said.
With other chemical
substances, SCSU has been
on a run for lower problems
seen.
“I think as a result of
some of the programming
that has been done the past
few years that St. Cloud
State’s high-risk alcohol use

When something goes well, fix it
Derek Hermann
contributing writer

When something well,
fix it. If that doesn’t make
sense, don’t worry about it,
you aren’t the only one that
is confused.
With the recent talk
about the National Football
League’s battle between
players and owners about
their collective bargaining
agreement, those words
seem to be ones to live by.
When something is going well, fix it. Sure, Owners
and Players alike may have
their arguments about a few
changes that they want to
have made.
However, with a quick
look, it doesn’t seem like
either group is hurting
financially.
Because of this, both
sides are willing to make the
fans suffer.
Then they wonder why
nobody is on their side.
What exactly is the real
reason for this?
It’s those little green

pieces of paper.
As a result, changes are
being made where they
aren’t needed.
Owners are pushing
players to take a pay cut,
and possibly extend the
length of the football season
by two games.
Does that sound fair?
On the other hand, the
players are so bitter about
even losing a single dollar
of their dream collective
bargaining agreement (that
was forced into place by a
league commissioner) that
may have just been avoiding
a public fight.
There is no doubt that
the players deserve to be
well compensated because
of the constant wear and
tear the players put their
bodies through, mixed with
the average career lasting
only 3.4 years.
But, with the constant
belly-aching that the NFL
players association is taking
part in by trying to capture
the fan support, it’s interesting how they are handling
problems that many 9-to-5

working Americans have
had to deal with in this
economy.
They are finally feeling
the pressure that bosses can
deliver. Only, they are way
better off than most: the difference being that they are
in an exceptional position to
negotiate.
This is by no means a
defense of the owners. For
the most part, they have
been acting the same way.
The whole point of this
rambling still goes back to
the 21st century version of
an old saying: “When something is going well, fix it”.
Using that philosophy, it
makes sense as to why adding two games onto the season would be a good idea.
It’s clear that the vast
majority of the players are
content with the way things
are now.
Why complicate that
with talk about making an
already long season even
longer?
Some of you are probably thinking how 16 games
isn’t that long... Some may

be thinking that, with the
amount of money the players and organizations make,
they should be willing to
play more.
These are the same people that aren’t familiar with
the grind that these players
put their bodies through in
that span, and because of
this the players are going to
be hesitant to budge.
In a sport where being injured for half of the
season is almost a certainty,
it should be easy to understand why.
Owners are in favor of
this due to those little green
pieces of paper that were
mentioned earlier. I
t’s the same reasons why
the National Collegiate Athletic Association toyed with
the notion of expanding the
basketball tournament to
more than 65 teams.
The NCAA basketball
tournament is one of the
greatest post-season tournaments in any sport, the
current system shouldn’t be
touched either.
What other tourna-

ment consistently sees small
schools stand up to the big
ones and knock them out of
national title contention?
There is a reason why
productivity in workplaces
all over the nation sees a
drop around that time of
year.
It’s not broken; keep it
as it is.
Sure, these leagues along
with other ones that have
been debating instituting
new rules and regulations,
are businesses and are looking for ways to gain more
money.
It’s the way businesses
are supposed to think.
They should also consider the happiness and wellbeing of the people within
the company as well.
We should be able to
agree that changing what
has been working and what
has been providing exceptional results is just silly.
How does it go again?
If it’s not broke, don’t fix
it? Those sound like wiser
words.

has gone down by something like 40 percent and the
majority of students do not
drink alcohol at the high risk
level,” Eggers said.
SCSU provides a variety
of resources for students
benefit if problems do occur.
The Student Life and
Development provides the
UCHOOSE program,
which is a way for students
to learn about alcohol use,
getting help, and recovery.
The Counseling and
Psychological Services also
provides ways for helping students pick out the
problem they’re looking at,
and helps find other needed
resources.
“The most dangerous
drug is the one you like the
most,” Reff said.

Women’s
Continued from Page 16
a fantastic save but she
was unable to keep the
rebound Schoullis was hit
with a 10-minute game
misconduct at 13:53 of the
third period.
The Gophers took that
momentum into the third
period, as Jen Schoullis put
a slap shot that went over
Nixon’s shoulder after the
initial save.
Minnesota was able to
put in an empty net goal
during the final seconds.
Women’s basketball will
be playing against Minnesota State University
Mankato on Friday, Feb. 11
and Minnesota Crookston
Saturday. Feb. 12.
The Huskies will not be
returning home untill Feb.
18 to play Northern State
Univertisty in Halenbeck
Hall at 6:00 p.m.
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Schedule
WBB 2/11/2011
Minnesota State
Away 6:00 PM
WHKY 2/11/2011
Minnesota State
Home 7:07 PM
MHKY 2/11/2011
University of
Minnesota-Duluth
Away 7:07 PM
MBB 2/11/2011
Minnesota State
Away 8:00 PM
Nordic Ski 2/12/2011
Marquette, MI
WHKY 2/12/2011
Minnesota State
Home 2:07 PM
WBB 2/12/2011
SW Minnesota State
Away 6:00 PM
MHKY 2/12/2011
University of
Minnesota-Duluth
Away 7:07 PM
MBB 2/12/2011 SW
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Garvey tries to keep healthy
Melanie Ovel
Sports & Fitness Editor
When in the mood for
food, students living on
campus often flock to Garvey
Commons, better known as
Garvey, the building connected to Sherburne Hall that
holds the SCSU cafeteria.
The cafeteria offers a variety of different options, some
healthy, others not as healthy.
The most popular of the
more unhealthy options are
pizza and the burgers made
on the newly constructed grill.
Tony Nemmers, Residential Dining Manager of
Garvey Commons said, “We
have all kinds of options that
are healthy,” while adding that
all food has the potential of
being unhealthy, the only unhealthy options are the pizzas
and the burgers.
“We don’t have anything
that’s really, super unhealthy,”
Nemmers said.
Among the options is the
new Vegetarian/Vegan line
that started fall semester.
“It gives people another
option, it’s also a healthy option,” Nemmers said.
While Nemmers says Garvey is trying to stay healthy,
students say something else.
SCSU student Josh Wolf, a
regular at Garvey, said he
eats more unhealthy food at
Garvey.
That being said, when
asked his favorite options,
Wolf was quick to say the
Sauté line, which is one of the

ScSU student life/garvey commons

Garvey Commons houses the cafeteria where many who live in the dorms go to
eat. It has a variety of foods including saute, vegetarian and burgers.

“We don’t have anything that’s really,

super unhealthy”

Tony Nemmers

Residential Dinning Manager

healthier options at Garvey.
“They really like the pizza
and the burgers,” Nemmers
said, of the student’s favorite.
This is true, as the grill and
the pizza lines are gener-

Women’s

Continued from Page 16

scoring 13 points.
Anderson also had a good
night with 11 points and
four rebounds. played well,
too with her nine points and
six rebounds.
Lof and Anderson made
a last second effort at the

end the game when Lof
stole the ball from Warriors’
freshman center, Caitie
Zepczyk and passed it off to
Anderson who then made a
lay-up.
This is the kind of momentum that carried over to

ally long, and there is a great
amount of choices in pizza
and burgers.
“We have a program right
now, it’s called Meatless Mondays,” Nemmers said. Meat-

less Mondays, now happening
in Atwood and Garvey, are
giving more meatless options
on Mondays.
“It’s more for kind of
some different style of food to

Saturday night’s game.
On Saturday night the
Huskies won their game
against the Peacocks 78-49,
with the help of Barlow who
scored 19 points and Price
who scored 17 points and
made all four of the three
pointers that she attempted.
The Huskies took a
quick 14-3 lead about five
and a half minutes into the
first half and never lost it.
The Peacocks did put together a 12-7 run in the last
four and a half minutes of
the first half to narrow the

lead to 43-21.
Anderson also had an
impressive performance
with her seven rebounds,
six assists and five steals.
Sophomore guard, Amanda
Wagner, also played a good
game with her 11 points, six
rebounds, and five assists.
The Huskies also put
together some good team
numbers they had a 53 field
goal percentage, made 17
of their 27 three pointers
and shot 63 percent at the
free throw line. The Huskies
like the Warriors the night

spice it up,” Nemmers said.
There are different programs that Garvey has done
in the past, such as working
with Campus Rec to put on
the Food for Thought program last semester.
With Garvey being notorious for the more unhealthy
options, the management staff
seems to be turning it around
with all these healthy options.
Students, like Wolf, are asking
for “healthier choices” in
Garvey: “not so greasy” food
options.
“We do have a lot of
people that eat here with gluten allergies,” Nemmers said.
Gluten is found in wheatbased products. Nemmers said
that Garvey is making more
gluten-free items for those
with the allergy.
“On our website we have
all which you can find on
campus dinning,” Nemmers
said. He also said the calorie
counts can be found there, for
people that watch their diets.
“Everyone is getting more
heath-conscious,” Nemmers
said. Garvey is not excluded
from this, with their salad bar
and the new installments on
the menu.
“The biggest thing is trying to stay away from lots of
food,” Nemmers said.
Eating more times with
smaller portions is healthier
than eating larger portions
fewer times in the day.
Nemmers’ suggestion:
“Don’t sit down and eat big
helpings of food, come in
multiple times.”

before, took and made more
shots than the Peacocks.
The Huskies took 17 three
pointers to the Peacock’s
15.
The Huskies will have
another two games on the
road this following weekend
to take on the Minnesota
State Mavericks and the
Southwest Minnesota State
Mustangs.
They will return to
Halenbeck Hall on Friday,
Feb. 18 to face Norther
State University.
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into a power play. During the power play, SCSU
took control of the puck,
shooting it repeatedly, most
being wide and the others
blocked.
After the power play,
the period continued for ten
minutes until another penalty on UNO gave SCSU
another power play.
This time SCSU took
only two shots, spending
most of the time out trying
to get hold of the puck.
At the end of the power
play, the buzzer rang for the
end of the second period.
The score was 3-0.
The third period began
with a faceoff won by the
Huskies. After this, UNO
and SCSU took turns
shooting the puck, all being
blocked.
The third period continued as both teams struggled
to keep control of the puck,
as it bounced back and
forth, team to team.
The end of the period
came with a power play for
UNO.
The Mavericks won
the first face off, taking the
puck, and shooting it many
times trying to get it into the
goal one more time.
It did not succeed, as the
buzzer went off, signaling
the end of the game. The
final score was 3-0.
The game on Saturday
ended with another loss for
the Huskies, with a final
score of 4-3.
The game began with a
faceoff, won by UNO. The
Mavericks took the puck after this, using this advantage
to try to score right away.
This did not work, as the
Huskies blocked all of the
shots.
UNO proved persistent
as the team continued to
make shots for the next few
minutes, until SCSU player
Cam Reid was penalized for
elbowing.
The power play was
much the same as the past
few minutes had been, with
UNO taking the puck and
trying their best to score.
The power play ended

with a penalty on UNO
player Hudson for crosschecking.
As the power play ended,
Cam Reid was released,
and a power play for SCSU
began.
It quickly finished as
Hudson was released. The
game continued on for another minute before another
penalty was given to UNO.
This time it was a major
penalty called on Alex Simmons for boarding. This put
him in the penalty box for
five minutes.
Soon after the power
play began for SCSU, Husky
player David Eddy scored
the first goal of the weekend
for SCSU, with an assist
from LeBlanc. The score
was now 1-0.
The Power play continued for the next few minutes
with UNO and SCSU aggressively fighting for control
of the puck.
As the game continued,
the power play ended. After
a faceoff, SCSU took control
of the puck, sending it down
to the goal fast, and shooting
the puck straight into the
goal even faster.
This was the second
goal of the night for SCSU,
shot by Garrett Roe with an
assist by David Eddy. The
score was now 2-0.
The game continued
for the next few minutes as
SCSU and UNO battled for
the puck, getting good shots
in that were all blocked by
either the team or goalies.
The period started to
wind down as the minutes
began counting towards
twenty.
The Huskies quickly
took control of the puck for
some time, after a face off
won by SCSU.
With Leblanc in control
of the puck , it soared from
his stick into the net with
a precise sweep, giving the
Huskies a three point lead
and making the score 3-0.
The buzzer sounded
not long after, and the first
period came to a close, with
a score of 3-0.
The second period
jumped off with a fast pace,

NHL
sports
schedule
Mon Feb 7, 2011
ATLANTA
TORONTO
7:00 PM ET
Mon Feb 7, 2011
NY RANGERS
DETROIT
7:30 PM ET
SCSU athlethics/men’s hockey

SCSU and UNO fight to get the puck in the net, and keep it out. SCSU player #
21Brian Volpie and UNO #30 John Faulkner.
as UNO tried to get the
no assist. The score was now Terry Broadhurst. With an
puck back and score, but it
3-1.
assist by Olimb. The score
did not work as SCSU took
A few minutes later, the
was now tied, 3-3. But it
the puck once again, making buzzer calling the end of the would not remained tied for
a few shots before it was
period went off. The score
long.
taken by UNO.
was 3-1.
Just like Friday’s game,
A few short minutes into
The third and final peUNO player Walters took
the period, SCSU player
riod of the weekend began
the puck and scored closely
Nic Dowd was penalized for with UNO taking control
after the previous goal.
interference, giving UNO a
and trying to score.
The score was now 4-3,
power play.
After a few minutes the
with the Mavericks leading
This was the first of two
intensity of the mavericks
by one.
power plays for UNO in the died down, as UNO player
The period was coming
second period.
Olimb was penalized for
to an end fast as UNO lead
The second was mininterference.
by one. SCSU tried diligentutes after, two simultaneous
SCSU took this time to
ly to get the puck back and
penalties on SCSU player
keep the puck away from
score, but UNO continued
Eddy: five minutes for knee- UNO. This succeeded, and
to have most of the control
ing, then UNO player Ryan
by the end of the power
over the puck.
Walters, two minutes for
play, UNO had not taken
In the end, SCSU player
roughing.
the puck and SCSU had not Taylor Johnson was penalAfter two minutes,
shot at all.
ized for boarding, and put
Walters was released and the
Shortly after the power
in the penalty box for two
second power play began.
play ended, UNO scored
minutes.
UNO took as many shots ad once again, with the puck
By the time he got back
possible to gain on SCSU.
shot by Matt White. The
onto the ice, the game was
This did not work, and
score was now 3-2 and
almost over, and the Maverwhen the three minutes was
thirteen minutes left in the
icks were still leading by one.
over, Eddy was released, and game.
As the buzzer rang sigthe score was still 3-0.
Three minutes later,
naling the end of the game,
The score did not stay
exactly UNO took the puck
the score was 4-3. The
like this long, as UNO
once again, and scored with
Huskies had lost again.
scored just minutes after.
it.
Olimb took the shot, with
This time it was shot by

Mon Feb 7, 2011
EDMONTON
NASHVILLE
8:00 PM ET
Mon Feb 7, 2011
CHICAGO
CALGARY
9:30 PM ET
Mon Feb 7, 2011
COLORADO
PHOENIX
9:30 PM ET
Mon Feb 7, 2011
OTTAWA
VANCOUVER
10:00 PM ET
Tue Feb 8, 2011
CAROLINA
NEW JERSEY
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SCSU unstoppable on the mat
Tyler Mathison
contributting writer

The SCSU wrestling team
defeated Northern State 39
to 0 on Friday at Halenback.
SCSU won every single match
without surrendering to any
takedowns.
It was certainly a disappointing night for Northern
State.
Even with the score being
overwhelmingly one sided,
you could still feel the energy
throughout the crowd.
The meet started out with
a forfeit at weight 125 where
SCSU sent out freshman
Dylan Wright and Northern
State decided not to send out
an opponent.
The action for the evening,
began at 133, where Eric Ellington kicked off the momentum for SCSU with a win - in
dominating fashion - over Ian
Muired. Ellington won 11-5 to
put SCSU up 9-0 in the duel.
At 141, Gabe Suarez
looked like he dominated
the match in every position.
Suarez pushed the pace the
entire match, not letting
his opponent Benton Crow
breathe.
With another win, the
meet score was now 12 to 0.
At 149, SCSU sent out Jacob
Horn who, last weekend,
wrestled in a very tough open
tournament that had six division one teams in Des Moines,
Iowa where he took second
place.
“Horn won every position
controlling the match; He collected 6:32 in riding time. I’ve
never even seen anyone do
that,” Costanzo said.
Horn ended up winning
the match 6-0 over Beau Vo-

Melanie Ovel
Sports & Fitness Editor

bigya predhan/Staff Photographer

Eric Ellington wrestles against Ian Murihead of Northern State University at weight
class 133.
geli. Horn won in an authoritative manner, to be on top of
Vogeli for 6:32 in a 7
minute match.
SCSU collected bonus
points in every match at the
157 weight, all through to
184.
With John Sundgren (157)
scoring a decisive 16-2 victory,
Tad Merritt (165) getting a
major decision 13-3, then
Shamus O’Grady (174) got a
pin in the early stages of his
match, and to follow that up
Mic Berg (184) got a major
decision 12-4 victory.
With only two matches left
in the duel the score was now
33-0.
The last two matches were
at 197 and heavy weight.
Luke Munkelwitz had Brent
Fosheim in the 197 match-up

where it looked as if it was
going to be close in the beginning.
After a minute into the
match Munkelwitz looked
very impressive, controlling
the ties and winning the hand
fighting.
Munkelwitz ended up winning the match 6-0.
The last match of the
day included top ranked Jake
Kahnke of SCSU against
Matt Meuleners of Northern
State who was ranked second
in the nation.
This highly anticipated
match could possibly be the
championship match at nationals. Kahnke came out on
top for SCSU in a 5-4 final.
“I was the one that took all
of the attempts for takedowns
in that match,” Kahnke said

after the duel, “I was the
aggressor and because of it I
won the match.”
“He (Kahnke) took good
shots and ended up in good
position but I feel if he had
a little more conditioning he
would have been able to score
on all three,” Costanzo said.
The SCSU wrestling team
has won their last two meets
by 30 plus points. On Saturday, they hosted the University of Mary, and won with a
final score of 40-3.
The Wrestlers will wrestle
against Upper Iowa on Sunday, Feb. 13, in Fayette Iowa.
The Huskies do not return
home untill Feb, 17 to wrestle
against MSU Mankato.

Women’s Basketball Team Split Weekend
Amnada Chapman
contributting writer

The SCSU women’s basketball team took their game
on the road this weekend
kicking off a four-game road
series.
They played the third
place Winona State Warriors
on Friday and the 14th place
Upper Iowa Peacocks on Saturday in a couple of Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Confer-

ence (NSIC) matchups.
On Friday night the
Huskies suffered a 79-63 loss
to the Warriors despite last
minute efforts from Huskies’
sophomore forward, Morgan
Lof and sophomore guard,
Nicole Anderson.
The Warriors jumped out
to a quick 13-4 lead, a chunk
of those points came from
their nine points coming from
three pointers in the first five
and a half minutes of the first

half and the Huskies never
recovered. The Warriors held
onto the lead the entire game.
The Huskies put together
a few good runs throughout
the first half and shot very
well from the free throw line,
they made 10 of their 12 free
throws. The young Huskies
however were no match for
the more seasoned Warriors.
The Warriors led at end of
the first half 47-24.
The Huskies had a good

second half with a 42 field
goal percentage and made
22 of their 27 free throws.
The Warriors however simply
took and made more shots.
The Warriors took 55 field
goals to the Huskies’ 42. They
made 11 three pointers to the
Huskies’ 5.
First year guard, Sam
Price had a good game,

•See Women’s Page 13

Women’s hockey continues to struggle
Kenneth Trainor
Contributting Writer
The women’s hockey
team continued its seasonlong struggle this weekend
as they were swept by the
Golden Gophers.
Friday night saw a physical outmatch as the Gophers
won the game 8-0.
The Gophers fore-checking, and aggressive offensive
attack, put them up 2-0 after
the first period.
There was much more

Go Red Day
kicks off On
the Move
program

of the same during the 2nd
period as Minn. put up 5
goals to blow the game out of
control at 7-0.
The Huskies defense was
unable to keep the Gophers
away from the front of the
net.
The Huskies had a few
opportunities on the power
play towards the end of the
period however, backup goaltender, Jenny Lura, ended
those chances with fantastic
saves.
The Huskies starting

goalie, Ashley Nixon, was
and forced one of many turnalso replaced at 8:54 of the
overs, which turned it into the
second period.
tying goal at 9:51.
The Gophers added an
Haylea Schmid was able
8th goal on the power play in to take the puck away and
the third period.
found Molli Mott, who put it
Saturday afternoon was
past the Gophers goaltender,
a better showing by the HusNoora Räty.
kies. During the 1st period
Unfortunately, the Gothe Huskies were step by step phers put in the game-winwith the Gophers.
ning goal by Becky Kortum,
The Gophers finally broke within the last 30 seconds.
through with the first goal of
She put in the goal after
the game on the power play.
Ashley Nixon had made a
The Huskies continued
their aggressive defense style
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SCSU On the Move program teamed
up with the American Heart Association on
Friday to promote awareness of women’s
heart disease.
This was the fourth annual Go Red Day
for SCSU.
Go Red Day was nationally started in
2004 to promote awareness of heart disease
in women. The SCSU On the Move got
involved with the help of Fitness Coordinator, Chris Houkos.
“I was on a committee probably about
four years ago on campus where the Go
Red was really doing a big kick off,” said
Houkos.
Go Red Day started four years ago, on
campus, tying into the kick off of SCSU
On the Move, a health initiative to promote
healthy lifestyle choices.
It’s a combination of eating healthy,
working out, and trying to live as healthfully
as possible.
“What we’re trying to do is become a
clearing house of all the healthy things that
we do on campus that really fit the seven
dimensions of health, and we’re putting that
information in our ten weeks,” said Huokos.
Go Red Day was held in Husky Dome,
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on Friday.
Every person wore some color of red,
most being Husky Tee shirts, and even a red
cape.
There were also booths set up on the
stands-side of the stadium, enlightening those that stopped by to the Food for
Thought program, which mainly discusses
how to have a better lifestyle through health.
Another booth was the American Heart
Association, with plunket, where the player
was asked a question then given a prize.
The other game at the booth was a
wheel of prizes, where little Heart Association trinkets were available, including a pen
and rubber bracelet.
Another booth talked about a camp for
those with Heart Disease.
Other than the booths, many walked
around the field, getting a cardio workout.
Houkos said the Go Red day was very
important, “It builds awareness that heart
disease is real, and you know, because there
is so much out there” said Houkos.
A student of SCSU spoke at the luncheon on Thursday about her time with
Heart Disease.
“It was kind of nice to see that,” said
Houkos of the student.
The SCSU On the Move begins Monday, Feb. 7, and ends on April 21, with the
5K run.
In those ten weeks, there are many different programs to get involved in.
Jacqui Bosquez, a part of the On the
Move team said, “Basically what you do is
track your activities in what’s called ‘miles’,
so let’s say you know you can do anything,
you can walk you know, run, jump rope,
snow shoe, you know, go to group fitness
classes, lift weights, whatever you do to get
active.”
The front desk at Halenbeck is where
anyone can go to sign up for ten dollars.
Bosquez also said, “You track your miles
per week, you email them in, and then you
know you get prizes along the way.
You get a cinch bag, a water bottle, really
nice, one of those metal water bottles, and a
tee shirt at the end.”

Men’s hockey proves to have tough weekend
Melanie Ovel
Sports & Fitness Editor
The SCSU Men’s hockey team played
the University of Nebraska Omaha Friday
and Saturday night, losing both. Friday’s
game ended with Nebraska up by three
points, and the Huskies devoid of any
goals.
The game began on Friday with two
face-offs, the first won by SCSU, the second
by Nebraska. UNO took the puck after
this, getting in the first shot of the night
that was blocked by Drew LeBlanc.
SCSU took the puck for awhile after
this, taking a shot that was also blocked by
UNO player Michael Young.
Into the second minute, a penalty on
SCSU player Nick Oslund gave UNO the

advantage of a power play. UNO took the
puck easily from SCSU, and began shooting for the rest of the power play.
After Oslund’s penalty was complete,
the teams were even again, and SCSU was
able to take the puck from UNO. The
next several minutes were concentrated
on shooting the puck at UNO with team
and goalies blocking. UNO had the same
strategy.
After fifteen minutes of the first period,
UNO player Pasko Skarica for tripping.
This gave the Huskies their first power play
of the night.
With one shot by UNO, SCSU took the
puck for the remainder of the time, shooting the puck and mostly missing.
As the power play came to its end, so
did the first period. With two minutes on

the clock, both teams began to get aggressive, with UNO taking the puck first, then
SCSU for a few shots at the end. When the
buzzer sounded, the score was 0-0.
The second period began with a faceoff
won by UNO. The first few minutes were
much the same as the first period, with
larger signs of aggression than the first
period had.
The first goal came three minutes into
the first period, as the first shot by UNO
was blocked, the second eased into the net
with a practice shot by Eric Olimb, with an
assist from Rich Purslow. The score at the
end of this was 1-0
The game continued as SCSU took the
puck down the rink, and made a shot at
their goal. It was wide, and did not go close
to the net.

UNO took the puck again, now shooting it once, only to be blocked by SCSU
player Nick Jensen. The second time,
however the Huskies could not stop it, and
for the second time in under a minute, the
puck went into the net. The goal was by
Brett Montpetit, with an assist from Ryan
Walters.
The teams went to the middle of the
rink for another face off, won by UNO.
The Mavericks then took the puck down to
the goal, where on the first shot, the puck
sunk into the net once again. The puck
was shot by Matt Ambroz, with an assist by
Alex Hudson. The score was now 3-0.
Directly after this, UNO player Ambroz
was penalized for slashing, sending SUSU
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